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Summary of Special Options Rhetoric Evaluation

Special Options Rhetoric 105/103 is a program recently added to the

English Department'S list of courses that meet the writing requirements

of the University. It is designed for special admit students who scored
15 or below on the English section of the ACT test and athletes who trans-

ferred from junior colleges. The students enrolled in the Special Options

Rhetoric program are riat eligible for the Educational Opportunit Program
(EOP). StUdentS are in a classroom Situation with no more than sixteen

students for three hours j week and in a one-to-one tutoring situation

forty to fifty mihUte a week for one geMetee. Credit-is given for bOth

105 and 103. It iS hipped that the tutoei6i will give these StUdents a

fighting -chance to meet the writing requirements foe graduation;

Evidence from students, staff, and observations ihdicate that the

program is partially tutCessful; Many students have more positive atti=

tudes about writing and their ability tb Weite at the end of the prograM

and moSt StUdehts have learned some Writing and research Skiirs during the

bhe Semester program; Although soMe studens do not coMplete the program

or fail it and need tb repeat it, most do pass and technically have Met

the Univerity Writing requirements. MOSt Who pass, however, have not

in actuality reached the level Of prOfiCiency desireJ by the University,

primarily because title SeMester is nct sufficient time td reach proficiency.

The program could pei-haps become c,Jmplotely successful or at 1eaSt becOme

much Mote effeCtive than it is now if SOme changes were made.

The desired changes WOuld be in the following areas:

More commitMent and support from the University and Athletit

Association in terms of funding, promotion, and psychological support.
- A change from a one semester to a two semester course.

More cooperation and coordination from the athletic tutorS.

More attention to staff development and curriculum.
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Introduction

The only Uhiversity-wide requirement for graduation frdm the University

Of Illinois is a course in writing. The Writieig eequii-ement reflects tha

concern that this institution haS, 6166§ with others, that graduates have

the necessary writing skills to compete in d literate society. To fulfill

this requirement, most students enroll in Rhetoric 105, the standard 4-hour

fresnman compositicn course. StudentS with a 26 or 27 ACT score may take

either Rhetoric 105 or Rhetoric 108, a more sophisticated version of fresh-

man composition, or satisfactorily complete the tWo-seMesteri

6-hour sequence of Speech Communication 111 and 112 (Verbal Communication).

Students may waive the writing requirement by having scored a 28 or above

on the English -ections of the ACT test. Under certain conditions students

may satisfy the English requirement for graduation through satisfactory

completion of courses offered by the Division of English as a Second

Language (ESL 114 ESL 115).

Now bet's suppose I am a person who intends to graduate from the

University of Illinoisi-bUt
I am very deficient ih verbal tkillS. I can't

read, and I can't write. I know this ft-6M My high School experiences and

assessments and from the results of the English part of the ACT test. My

score was below 15 someone told me; very low; I can do other things Well

though--I might be a whiz at math, modern dance, composing music, football

or basketball; Let's suppose I am outStahdirig at football. Having read

or been told about the University writing reqiurement; I worry about hoW

I'll get over this hurdle.
I check the current Undexgraduate ProgramS

and find on page 5:

5
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Many special programs and educational opportunities are available

to students. The Educational Opportunities Program (EOP) for

students who might otherwise be denied a college education, the

Advanced Placement Program, proficiency examinations, an early

admission program for high school students, an honors program,

services for physically handicapped students, a delayed admission

program, concurrent enrollment of students at Parkland College

and the Urbana-Champaign campus, and independent and overseas

study programs are explained in the "Special Opportunities"

section.

And I look at the current CourseS Catalogue under Rhetoric and Composition

and find this:

RHETORIC AND COMPOSITION

103. Writing Laboratory. Intensive tutoring in basic writing

skills to be scheduled at the Writing Laboratory. Pre-

requisite: Concurrent registration in Rhetoric 104 or 105,

or Speech Communication 111 or 112, or written consent from

the English Undergraduate Office. 1 hour. May be repeated

for a total of 2 hours.

104. EOP Rhetoric. An introductory writing course designed for

EOP students and with concentration on exposition; must be

taken concurrently with Rhetoric 103, a 1-hour course offered

at the Writing Labe.-atory. 3 hours;

105. Principles of Composition. Study Of the methods of exposition,

----the problems of argument, the use of evidence, and style;

practice in expository writing. This course fulfills the

campus rhetoric requirement. 4 hours.

108. Forms of Composition. Study of the methods of exposition,

the problems of argument, the use of evidence, and style;

practice in expository writing. Students are admitted on
_the basis of ACT verbal scores or equivalent. See Timetable

for current topics. This course fulfills the campus rhetoric

requirement. 4 hours.
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It appears that there are some tpecial services for students and that the

EOP program might be helpful to me since it has a special introductory

writing course taken along with a writing laboratory course that has in-

tensive tutoring in basic writing skills. The situation looks more promising

to me now, but when I ask what EOP is all about, I find out I'm not eligible.

I may not be a minority student, or I may not be a minority student

graduate of the al-J.-an high schools, covered under EOP policies, a student
_ _

bwho shows leadership and academic promise ut who has beeh denied oppor-

tunities to become proficient in basic skills. So now I'm confused about

why there are special services for them in writing, but none for ma. And

I am still worried. I have been specially admitted to the University of

Illinois, so I am special, I guess, but there are no special services

available to me to meet that writing requirement. Then one day during the

summer I receive a letter from the Admittions office.

Dear Admitted Student:

We wish to advise you of a special opportunity to enroll in
an optional tutorial course in rhetoric. Your participation is
voluntary; however, we would like to emphasize that this tutorial
offers you a chance to receive individual instruction in writing
while you are completing the required course in rhetoric.

If you choose to enroll in this tutorial course, Rhetoric 1034
you will meet forty to fifty minutes_each week with a tutorial
instructor who will help you to overcome problems, especially
grammar problems,_which may be present in your writing. Rhetoric
103 is not an alternative to Rhetoric 105; you must still take
Rhetoric 105 to fulfill the university's rhetoric requirement.
However, Rhetoric 103 earns one semester hour of crcdit, and
enrolling in Rhetoric 103 can significantly improve your performance
in the required Rhetoric 105.

To be eligible for this tutorial, you must enroll in a
special section of Rhetoric 105 which has a colcurrent 103
tutorial. This option is available only to students whose ACT-
English or SAT-Verbal score indicate a probable need for

7



intensive instruction in expository writing and critical reading.
If you elect to register in this optional tutorial, you must
enroll in Special _Option Rhetoric 105/103 during iall registration,
August 24-25.

To register for Rhetoric_105/103, you should go to the Special
Option station at the Rhetoric table at Fall registration. We will
be able to process your registration more quickly if you present
this letter to the person who handies your assignment to the appro-
priate section. There are limited Spaces available in these Special
Option_sections and students will be enrolled on_a first come, first
serve basis. Special Opt;on rhetoric sections have tentatively been
scheduled for 9:00 MWF, 12:06 MWF and 9:30-11 TuTh.

If ybd haVe questions about this optional_tUtdrial, blease
contact the Freshman Rhetoric Office, 200 English Building
(217) 333-2392.

Very truly yours,

Admissions Officer

After reading and rereadihg the letter and thinking about the whole Situa-

tion, some questions come to mind;

"Why Was there no mention of this opportunity in the Undergraduate

programs book or courses catalogu? Are they keeiping t undercover? The

ietter sounds pretty definite about the tutorial instructor helping me

overcome My prObleM, eSpeCially my grammar problems; I wonder if the

instrUttOr knOws enough to help and really wahtS to help people like me;

Are my grammar problems the MOSt iMporteht problemS I have in writing?

Let's see, the Rhetoric 103 tutorial course is one semester long. If I

meet sixteen tiMeS foe forty to fifty minutes, that is lett than eleven

hours of tutoring Is that going to be ehoUgh to tigni.icantiy improve

my performance in the required Rhetoric 105? Enbugh? Enough to pass?

Enough to earn a good grade? Enough to learn all that I heed to learn



about writing in order to do well in my other courses I'll necd tb graduate?

Now Rhetoric 105 is one semester too; If I attend every tutorial and every_

Rhetoric 105 Class, I'll have about 58 hourS Of writing instruction;

that ehoUsjh? I wonder how I'll have tiMe to go to both classes; do the

hip-Mew-ark, practice; play in the gameS; and go to the required StUdy halls

and tutor sessions the Athletic Association has. The letter says I'll get

intensive instruction in expository writing. Will that rally happen? And

in critical reading. Will that happen? How will there be time for them

to teach me to write and read?
I need as much instruction in reading as

writing. If they divide the available hours, then I'd have twenty-nine

hours for reading and twenty-nine for writing. Can I learn much of either in

that much time? I wonder if this Special Options course is really the

same as the regular Rhetoric 105. Will they chalge it somehow--water it

down--make it eaSier or just different? Why are there only limited spaces

available for Special Option sections? Are they too cheap bo make it

available for all the people like me or what? Will the University look

after me and give me more opportunities to learn the writing skills
I

don't learn in Special Options 105 and Rhetoric 103? Do people at the

UniverSity care enough abou:. me to see that I graduate if I do my part?"

The concerns and issues raised by this hypothesized student are, for

the most part, the same issues that form the framework for thiS evaluation

study of the Special Options Rhetoric 105/103 program. The issues addressed

in this report were idantified through irterviaws with persons involved

with the program directly and indirectly, content analysis of student-

written letters and other letters, documents, and questionnaires. The

main issues identified are as follows:

9



The re1ationshi_vo-Speci.t1 Options Rhetoric to the missions of

the University and Athletic Association.

I. The need for a Special OptIons-Rhetoric program. Does the

University have a responsibility to provide opportunities to

marginally academic students? Is there a supportive climate

for Special Option Rhetoric?

2. The role of the Athletic Association in Special Options Rhetoric-

DOes the tutoring service provided by the Athletic Association

interfere with tht effectiveness of Special Options Rhetoric?

T e Special OptionS Rhetoric program-and prettite

3. The aMO-Unt of ti_me_des-i-ignated for Special Options Rhetoric;

one semester long ehough to do the job effectively and haVe an

impact?

4.
_

The com arabilit -Dtions Rhetoric 105. EOP Rhetoric

105 and regular Rhetor-i-c- 105. Is Special Options Rhetoric on

the same level aS the other two? Is it different?

5. The staffing of Special Options Rhetoric. Is there an available

supply of graduate students who want to teach and who are qualified

to teach it?

6. The developmental orientation. Is Special Option Rhetoric

effective? Do students tend to improve writing skills and atti-

tudes toward writing.

It might be interesting to note a few of the issues, concerns, and complaints

identified which were part of the foreshadowing list of questionS but did

not make the final list because of time limitations. These are important

issues also and should be followed up with other studies.

10



1. Why are there differences in the plateMent Odlicies of the

three Rhetoric 105 classes? A writing sample is required in

addition to ACT scores for EOP Rhetoric 105 but only ACT scores

for regular and Special Option Rhetoric 105. Athletic transfer

students are automatically relegated to Special Option Rhetoric

105 without tests or writing sample.

2. Is the timing wrong for students taking Special Option Rhetoric?

Would marginal students be better off waiting until second

semester sophomore year when study tkill-s haVe been acquired?

3. Why isn't the writing clinic offered by the English Department

used by marginal students?

4. Why is the U. of I. the only institution in Illinois and the

Big 10 association to give only one semester of composition as

a requirement?

5. Is a teaching assistant approach appropriate for remedial situa-

tions or should a regular teaching Staff be used because of

continuity and experience?

6. Does the Athletic schedule prohibit a Special Option Student

from excelling or doing average work?

7. Why do Special Option Rhetoric policieS change in the middle of

a semester--why are there no written policies in some areas?

Is the sports scholarship policy and the whole sports system in

the U.S. working against the best interest of students in general

with the early emphasis of perfecting athletic skills (basics

aren't learned in elementary and high school).
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9 Should the main emphasis of Special Option Rhetoric 105 be

error free writing Or fluency, transmitting 8 bbdy Of knbWledge

or values?

This report (1) describes the Special Options Rhetoric program at the

University of Illinois, (2) documents some of the perceptions of the prograio

held by current and former students, current and former teaching assistants,

and administrators from the English department, Athletic Association and the

University at large and (3) reports some of the effects of the Special

Option Rhetoric Program on studentS.

Methodnlogy

Information about the program, perceptions of the program, and evidence

of the effects of the program on students' attitudes and performance were

gathered from many source-S. A variety of data collection methods were used

for purposes of validation and multiple perspectives. The Special Options

Rhetoric 105 class was observed for the entire class period once a week

throughout the 1982 spring seMeSter except for the first two weeks and the

last week. Thc! tutorial 103 class was observed several times as was the

Athletic Association study hall. On two occasions Regular Rhetoric 105, EOP

Rhetoric 105, and Special Options Rhetoric 105 were observed the same day.

Extensive interviewing tAla done, in person, of students, teaching assistants,

rhetoric directors, Secretaries, Athletic Association officialS and tutors,

librarians and high level University officials at their convenience. Some

former Special Option Rhetoric students and teaching assistants were inter-

viewed by phone. Questionnaires, student writing samples, and do7uments

from the Rhetoric departments, Athletic Association, and Admission Office.

at the University of Illinois as well as documents from the Rhetoric



departments of the UniverSity of MiChigan and Ohio State Oniversity were altO

used.

Plan of the Report

The section of the rport relating the History_ of Special Options

Rhetoric is a compilation of different people's views, reported verbatim

from interviews of how and why the program originated because there is no

written document. The multiple views illustrate different perceptions and

interpretations of the his;ory. The section giving the eve_rAaew of the

program consistt of photographic descriptions of both Special Options

Rhetoric 105 and 103 classrooms. The placement, profile of the Special

00tions student; policies and curriculum infOrMation comes from English

department documents. The perceptions of Special Options Rhetoric consist

of vignettes, researcher think-aloud descriptions, student products and

interview statements. The section on Alternatives: Other Special Rhetoric

programs are descriptions of other programs taken from their documents for

purposes of comparison to the program here. The section on Findings contains

analyses of the six main issues of conce.-n about the program. The

RernmmPnHations section lists some of the evaluator's suggestions for

improving the Special Options Rhetoric program. They are suggestions as

seen from one point of view only--the evaluator's. The evaluator is biased,

no doubt, because of previous composition and reading teaching experiences

on the secondary and post-secondary level with remedial, average, and above-

average students. One tends to see things in the light of previouS

experiences, and educational philosophies.
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Multiple VieWS of the Origin of the_Proiram

Athletic Association Secretary

It is my understanding that prior to 1978, it was determined that

athletes needed extra assistance with rhetoric and so an agreement was

worked out with the Rhetoric Department for athletes to take a placement

test and those below were put in EOP 104/103. They were given credit for

these courses, but the credit didn't apply to a degree and athletes had to

be working toward a degree, so they had to take EOP Rhetoric 105 also. A

year later in 1979, there was a great uproar somewhere;
I don't really

know"someone said it wasn't right that athletes should be in the EOP

programs--they didn't belong there and there was then a budget crunch.

Somebody presSed the idea that we needed something extra for athletes--

that if they couldn't be allowed in EOP Rhetoric they would be thrown to

the wolves--they'd be put in regular Rhetoric 105 flat out. So someone

pleaded for a special courSe The fall of 1979 was the last time athletes

were in EOP Rhetoric. Terry Cole, the Athletic Association Director,

worked with Steve Harris, the EOP Rhetoric Director. Steve L!,=!veloped

Special Options Rhetoric 105. When Special Options Rhetoric 105/103 came

out then, it did apply to a degree. The athletes are glad that it meets

the degree requirements.

Former Teaching_ Assistant

The athletic depärtMeht was not supporting academic ends for student

áthleteS. They dumped athletes into the EOP Rhetoric CiasSOS. The RhetbriC

director said; "You are not doing this to me." Too Many athletes MisSed

classes. The CbmOrdMie Was=="We'll give you one last chance--a one

14
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semester class called Special Options. Since EOP was funded with a special

state grant and was an affirmative action program, it was not really for

athletes, but EOP had accepted athletes whenever they had space in a clas

until Spring semester 1980.

Rhetoric Director

Special Options Rhetoric was developed because students with low ACT

scores had been placed in EOP Rhetoric to give them extra background a d a

tutorial, but this was acting in violation of EOP ulet. Many who needed

this type of EOP course were not from the EOP program. About three years

ago, Professor Kinnamon, the head of the English department, decided we

couldn't admit unqualified, marginal students anymore to the EOP Rhetoric

classes because of the EOP funding. The money is specially allocated to

students with special disadvantages. Some athletes did qualify. The

athletes are in the special admissions category. If they did not have any

athletic ability, then they would not be admitted to the University. So

because athletes are involved, it iS a political issue. The University

cannot set up special sections for athletes specifically. Professor

Kinnamon got permission from the University to set up a special rhetoric

program for anyone with low ACT scores. The Office of Admissions published

information about the new rhetoric program. The program was for a student,

for instance, who had an ACT score of 10-15 in English but uncharacteri-

stically high ACT math scores to balance it. The major question of how

arose--how to make a Special OptionS Rhetoric program available to all

students, not just athletes, to justify it.
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Athletic Association Di rec_tor

There Was a time an athlete could take EOP Rhetoric, but because of

budget requirements, that changed. Before, athletes met the EOP criteria

now, they don't. The whole situation for Special Option§ Rhetoric is a

result of budget plus attitude. An attempt was made to fulfill the needs

of athletes who met the criteria. It might change. A committee is now

looking into the educational needs of the significantly large number of

students who this institution with marginal writing (and other skills--or

else we wouldn't have Special Option Math and Psychology and Special

Communication courses as well as Rhetoric) skills. All of this probably

because of EOP originally. These Special Option courses are all one Semester

and provide a one hour tutorial to assist students out of class. When

athletes were forced out of EOP, then Special Options Rhetoric was started.

It is hypocritical if the institution doesn't support the special needs of

athletes and won't let them enroll in the EOP Rhetoric courses designed

for students with marginal writing skills. So what option did athletes

have? Only regular Rhetoric 105 or Speech Comm. 111 and 112. How did

Special Option Rhetoric come about as a one semester course? Talk to

Professor Kinnamon.

_El_i_sh__Department Head

Special Options Rhetoric got started through the coercion of the

higher administration officials through the prompting of the athletic

E.Zsociation. The practice had been fbt athlete§ tO be admitted to EOP

Rhetoric classes. I didn't know this--I was unaware--it had been going on

before I came here. My impression was that EOP was for students carefully

selected and recruited for academic potential for whom academic support
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was provided to help correct social and eduuational injustice. I am whole-

heartedly in support of the EOP concept of the support of the University

for thiS concept. Athletes are not recruited for academic potentialthey

are recruited for non-academic potential. When I discovered athletes in

EOP courses not designed for them,
I traced the history and found when and

why it was done. There had been a change in the policy of the NCAA.

Before, in the r.arlY 1970s the NCAA required athletes to have a certain

grade prediction index for high school rank and ACT scores. A statistical

prediction was made for APA--there was a minimum for the admission of

athletes. When the rute changed in NCAA and the Big Ten (now it is a

grade average in high school--the ACT is not taken by athletes in high

-Lchool) an agreement was entered into ten years ago.
I had no reason to

suspect this when I came here. The EOP director was on record as being

opposed to athletes in 7.0P. This admission of athletes to EOP Rhetoric was

discriminatory in favor of athletes.
I told this to the Athletic Depart-

ment. Then much intense pressure was brought to bear on me from the

Athletic Department. We finally agreed to have a Special Optibh Settion

that must be open to any student in the University with a deficiency in

verbal skills on the SAT or ACT tests. So now it is now discriminatory in

favor of athletesnow it iS for all students.

My objections to a program designed for just athletes reSt on sew.,ral

grounds. First, It would be preferential to athletes and not to other

students and there are such studentsthe physically handicappea, the gifted

in music and dance who need relaxed standards. Furthermore, the normal

admission process combines verbal and quantifying tests for a composite.

It is not unusual to have good math Skills but poor verbal skills and a

a' 7
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good high school rank. These students 1 felt needed a Special Options

Rhetoric program. The University took stepS to notify such students of this

new institutional course that is semi-remedial.
I have been generally

concerned in the last few years in the overemphasis on athletics and the

undermining of academic values. I have been distreSSed at the strides made

disrupt academic integrity since the arrival of those people interested

in athletic competitiveness and relaxing standards to keep athletes eligible

at Big Ten universities.

Overview_of_Speci-al Options Rhetoric 105/103 Program

During the sprino of 1981 the secretary of the EOP Rhetoric director

asLed an experienced EOP teaching assistant, Margaret Grove, to set down in

writing a Special Options section to be added to the EOP Rhetoric Supplement

to the Rhetoric Handbook. a description of the regular Rhetoric and EOP

Rhetoric programs and a guide given to instructors teaching Freshman Rhetoric

at the University. Until this time, there was no written deScription of

Special Options Rhetoric or written guidelines. Margaret interviewed

Special Option Rhetoric teaching eSSistants and observed some Special Option

classes in order to gather data about the course.

The secretary felt the need for a written descripti,)n and set of

guidelines because the EOP director, who was also in charge of Special

Options had resigned in May 1981 c,nd a decision was made by the English

Department, reaching the EOP Rhetoric secretary on the same day as the

EOP Rhetoric director's resignation, to offer Special Options Rhetoric

105/103 in the 1981 Fall semester. The secretary felt something needed to

be in print for the new EOP/Special Options Rhetoric director and the new
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Special Options Rhetoric teaching assistants at the orientation week in

August. The written description and guidelines were finished by the time

that the new EOP/Special Option§ Rhetoric directol was hired (two weeks

before classes began, August 1981).

The introdUttion to the Specie; Opti-on Rhetoric 105 section of the EOP

Supplement to the Rhetoric HandboOk States:

PURROSE

The purpose of Special Option Rhetoric 105 is to add the benefit
of the tutorial session (Rhet. 103) to Rhet. 105 for specially
admitted students, many of whom are athletes, who are not eligiblefor the_two semester EOP Rhetoric Program. While some of these
students are academically marginal and need much more help than
we can give them, this course does give a fighting chance for
surviving at this University for the highly motivated student.it is a compromise course between Rhet. 104 and Rhet. 105, which
tries to give these students the little extra help not availablein the regular Freshman Rhetoric classes. Since this course is
based on ideas and materials derived from_Rhetoric 104/103 and
105/103, this section wili be short. Please refer to those supple-
ments for more detailed information. The rest of this section
will concentrate on only the specifics of Special Option Rhetoric
105.

Since Special Option Rhetoric is a comprom.se between Rhetoric 104 and

Rhetoric 105 it is necessary to describe these two courses also. The EOR

Supplement describeS Rhetoric 104 like this:

Rhetoric 104, a three hour course, teaches the basic skills in
writing. ln particular, this courSe concentrates on the
rhetorical skills required to help the student become competent
in writing formal college essays. Among Rhetoric 104's several
objectives, the primary ones are these:

1) the writing Of the focused one-paragraph response
2) the writing of the cohesive essay resporlse

3) the useof close reading for both the students' oWn Work and
assigned essay5

4) the USe of_a definite Stance in topic and thesis sentenceS for
controlling argument
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5) the use of trans:tions between sentences and paragraphs for
clarity and smoothness

6) the use of introductory and concluding paragraphs in an essay
7) the use of definition, comparison/contrast, description, exempli-

fication and Summarization for expanding an idea legitimaEely in
order to avoid "fluff" and "fill"

3) the use of functional grammar emphasizing standard punctuation,
appropriate diction and adequate sentence structures

Sp'cifically, the grammar work should emphasize these topics:

1) tOmPlete sentences
2) subject-verb agreement
3) accurate pronoun referente
4) avoidance of errorS ih tense and number shift
5) standard comma use

While these lists of objectives are not complete, they do indicate
the areas of emphasis and importance. Finally, Rhetoric 104 is
designed to teach students to write clearly, succinctly and logically.

The description of Rhetoric 105 giVen by the English Department to prospec-

tive teaching assiStants states that.

Rhetoric 105 is a basic college course in expoSitory composition,
with an emphasis on argument, writing to persuade. The course
includes all elements of the process of writing: thesis, develop-
ment of an idea, logical organization of a theme, paragraph develop-
ment, sentence construction, diction, style, and the library research
paper. Often, instructors organize their theme assisnments around
the rhetorical modes: definition, comparison-contrast, causal
analysis, process analysis, argument. Rhetoric 105 instructors
assume that their students understand basic English grammar and
mechanics, but do integrate grammar into the course whenever
necessary.

During the semester, each student writes at least 30 pages of
exposition. This total number_of pages includes a minimum of the
short (2-3 page) themes, at least four of which är6 in-class
impromptus. The research paper is usually from 5 to 10 pages
long. Some instructors assign more pages of writing than the
minimum, which may or may not be graded.

The course textbooks include a_iThetoric textbook; an 8tithbloo
Of -expositor1 Prose; and_aigrammar and mechanics handbOOk. Students
alSO USe a copy of Freshman_Rhetoric: APlanual for Students;
pre-pared by the English Department. Student eSsays are often
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used in class to supplement_the textbooks. Instructors schedule
at least one individual conference with each student, to help
individualize their writing instruction. Most studentS, however,
see their instructors in conference frequently.

After an EOP student takes the preparatory Rhetoric 104 course during

the fall semester, EOP Rhetoric 105 is taken, during the spring semester,

a course designed to be comparable to the regular Rhetoric 105 course.

EOP Rhetoric 105 iS described in depth in the EOP Supplement:

EOP Rhetoric 105 is a four hour course, teaching various essay
models and the research paper. During the first few weeks of
the semester, the class reviews basic essay writing skills:
selecting a subject, focusing that subject, writing topic
sentences and thesis statements, putting the necessary back-
ground information into the introductory paragraph, organizing
specific examples in the body, arriving at a logical finish in
the conclusion. Individual students review sentence variety,
grammar and usage in Rhetoric 103 while class sessions of 105
concentrate on rhetorical techniques and argumentation. Emphasis
is also placed on polishing diction. The instructor should
additionally emphasize1 the need to use and retain these various
rhetorical Ski:1s for later use in writing term paperS and essays
in other college_courses. While essays in the Rhetoric texts
ere worthy of analysis and examination, remind students that the
formal college essays requires a less flexible format with
emphasis on argument and analysis.

Most of the rest of the semester is devoted to writing or prac-
ticing skills for writing the research paper. Your job, here,
will largely consist of persuading your students early and often
that the research paper takes_time and effort because it must be
their own argument and not a report on the materiel availabie in
the library. This research paper must be about something and not
about 8 pages long. The students will find that work_on stance
in 104 will help them in developing an argument. As part of the
research pcper aSsignment, the students will learn how to use the
library, how to avoid plagiarism, how to summarize, how to use
quotations and how construct and challenge the thesis. There-
fore the students will be learning the research paper as a step
by step process. As an instructor you will need to bring to
conscious thought all the little tricks you do automatically to
construct a well-argued research paper. To that end, you will be
structuring most of your assignments so that the final version of
the term paper reflects what the students have been learning in
the course.
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The Special Options teaching assistant then would be expected to cover the

objectives and content of the preparatory Rhetoric 104 one semester course

and the regular Rhetoric 105 one semester course, two semesters' worth

of objectives and content in one semester. The TA would be expected to

have frequent zonferences with the student as stated in the regular

Rnetoric 105 description and then add to Lhat th tutorial time for the

Rhetoric 103 class. The Supplement also describes the Rhetoric 103 course:

RHETORIC 103-

Rhetoric 109 is a one-hour tutorial course taught in conjunction
with Rhetoric 104 and 105. It is designed to teach students how
to revise papers, how to proofread, and how to improve skills in
grammar and usage. The Rhetoric 103 tutors are familiar with the
syllabus and texts used in Khetoric 104 ,nd 105. They talk with
the instructor of this course to learn of their students'
performance in class. They demand a great deal of their students,
sometimes asking them to do exercises or to write paragraphs athome. But the tutulls primary goal is to teach students how to
improve their writing by showing them why they have made mistakes
in papers; showing them how to correct these mistakes; and having
the student rewrite parts of their papers.

The Rhetoric 105 tutorial emphasizec revision and proofreading.
They will also concentrate on learning_to use the U: of I. library
system and on writing the longer research papei.

The Director of EOP Rhetoric and Special Options Rhetoric described the

program to eligible students in a letter dated October 30, 1981:

Dear

Once again this coming semester Special Options Rhetoric
105/103 will be offered to marginal studentS as an alternative
to regular Rhetoric 105. The Special Options section will require
the same amount and kind of work and will satisfy the same rhetoric
requirement, but it will offer the student more individual help
than the regular Rhetoric 105. The Special Options class will be
limited to Sixteen students, and each student will have an
additional, individual, forty-minute tutorial each week. The
course is decidedly bettrx than regular Rhetoric 105 for marginal
students because it increases their chance of successfully
satisfying the rhetoric requirement and competing in university
courses that require writing.
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Althougn the Special Options section is not listed in_the
timetable, students may register for it in advance registration.
In order to do so students must either have an ACT score of 15 or
below or my permission. If you are helping to register students
for Special Optiont, please make sure they register for the
following sectionS of both 103 and 105:

S.O. Rhet 103--Section AA Call No. 08376 Conference
S.O. Rhet 105--Section MM Call No. 08378 Tu Thurs, 9:30-11:00,

Room 137 Administration

These sections will 6-00e6r in the Timetable Supplement and if there
are Still seats, students may sign up in January at the Armory bY
going tO the EOP secretary at the Rhetoric table.

We Will be happy_to answer questions _about Special Optiont or
confer with students about their needs; We are in Room 3I58
English (333-2085).

Sincerely,

Director, EOP Rhetoric

Placement for Rhet-oric 105

According to the plateMent policies of the regular Rhetoric 105i

ttudents with a 26 or 27 ACT score may take it. No Writing Sample is

required for incoming freshmen or transfer stdderitt, bot transfer students

may take the Transfer Writing temple to determine their proficiency arid

plätement. EOP Rhetoric students are placed on the batis of ACT tCares and

a writing sample administered during the SumMer. Students who score

between 16 and 25 on the ACT Englith test and fail the writing sample test

are placed ih EOP Rhétbeic 104; Those who do well on the writing sample

äre placed in EOP Rhetoric 105. Students are placed in Special Option

Rhetoric with ACT scores of 15 or below oh the English test. Many students

in Special Options classes have tingle digit ACT scores and read on a fifth

grade level (or perhaps even lower). No writing sample iS given. All
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transfer athletes are automatically placed in Spetial Options Rhetoric with-

out the option of a writing sample test. The students placed in Special

Options Rhetoric 105 are less skilled and proficient, mote marginal than

thoSe students placed in the preparatory EOP Rhetorit 104.

Profile bf Special Options Studeats_

Although the Specie! Options Rhetoric program is offered to all

Students with ACT English scores of 15 or belowthe gifted in the Arts or

math or the physically handicapped or foreign born students in some cases,

the typical Special Option Rhetoric student is an athlete, typically male,

black, and a football or basketball athlete. The spring semester 1982

Special Options Rhetoric 105/10? class an enrollment of fifteen students.

Of the fifteen, four were repeatersathletes who had taken it before and

failed; one was a non-native oriental student, one student had pre-

registered; a freshman athlete; and nine were junior college transfer

Studentsathletes from California. Of the fifteen, all were male except

one and all were athletes exceOt one. Earlier Special Option clasSeS

would haVe looked pretty much the same except for possibly an engineering

student or two, and per:laps a lower ratio Of tean§fee St-Udents; A dyslexic

student athlete enrolled ih ah eaelier class, couldn't do the work and

withdrew. He has reenrolled now in a fall semester 1982 cleSS.

Policies

The ZO_P- Supplement has written policy statements for attendance and

evaluation. It does not have written guidelines for make up work resulting

from University sponsored events or unexcused absences. The policies

according to the 1981 EOP Supplement:

26
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As with all our Rhetoric courses, attendance is required. How-
ever, you will have some unusual s,tuations as you will be having
many athletes as students. In your policy statement you will
have to let your students know that they may only be absent
because of University sponsored events or because of severe
injury. You will also have to state that you will be in constant
contact with Terry Cole in the Athletic Association Office con-_

cerning all absences. Do not allow any other absences or some
students will disappear. Probably only a few students will have
attendance problems. These problems will be less frequent if you
handle them early, firmly and consistently. This course is offered
as a service to these students, and it is to their advantage to be
present.

EVALUATION

Do not be surprised if some of your students have a grade
school reading level. While they will work very hard for you, you
may not be able to pass them or to rate them higher than a low D.
These students are heart breakers, but do not give inflated grades
based solely on effort as other university courses will rapidly
reveal their deficiencies and render your evaluation useless in
the long run. Other students will do quite well. The best rule
of thumb, as with all students, is to take these students one at a
time and help them as much as you can. Then, they will take what
they have actually earned. As many of them ere very competitive,
they will be willing to do the work you give them. _Therefore it
is only fair to let them know early and often how well they are
doing. Be sure they are thoroughly aware of the Grade Standards
Sheet right from the first day.

The studr.nts who come to us with poor skills may be tempted
t give up because of low grades; at this point you will need to
marshall all your motivational skills because you never know when
that learning breakthrough will occur.

Since student papers are failed for plagiarism and the student
is automatically failed, be sure they are familiar_with the uni-
versity policy of all work being their own work. They may come
here with habits acquired in high school which could make problems
for them. Keep in continuous contact with other Special Option
teachers so that you can catch any attempts at "sharing the wealth"
early. Be sure that they understand that tutors supplied by the
Athletic Association may help them by talking about the papers and
by helping correct the typos BUT that no other help is permissable.
Watch for heavily edited re-writes and out-of-class papers that
show unusual improvement compared to in-class work.
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CaNFERENCES

Rhetoric 105 instructors should have at least two conferences
during the semester. Those instructors who tutor and teach their
own students need not set aside a separate time for these confer-
ences. However, those who are only teaching may use two of the
Rhetoric 103 instructor's weeks for conferences. Individual
library tours are a good way to use these conference sessions.

_

Teaching Assistants for SpeCial Options may have their own policy statementS.

Here is an example of one such policy statement from the EOP Supplement

APpendix used sometime prior to fall l981.

Supplies: One standard office file folder. Your first impromptu,
Wednesday, will be turned in in this folder. Get one today.
Pen. Lined notebook paper for any classwork or exercises.
Typing paper for out-of-class work. A huge envelope for
research paper materials. Index cards for the research paper.

Course Explanation: This is a skill course designed to further
your ability to write the formal college essay and to polish
your skills in writing the research paper. _Part of the research
paper will include intensive use o-e the excellent library on
this campus. In adaition, you will be polishing your skills
in the critical reading of expository prose.

Written Assignments: You will write five paragraphs, six essays,
and one research paper during the course. The first essay,
the mid-term essay, and the final will be impromptu essays.
These impromptus will provide practice for final exams. The
out-of-clasS essays will help prepare you for the research
paper. Out-of-class_essays will be typed, double-spaced on
standard 8i" x 11" paper with le margins on all sides.

Original Work: Be sure that all work turned in whether in-class
or out-of-class is completely your own. Any re-writing
whatsoever by a tutor from the Athletic Association or from
6ny other source will end in a failing grade on the paper and
a failing grade in the course. Be sure any typist who types
your paper understands that no editing at all will be allowed.

ReAding Acsignments: You will be reading McCrimmon and Decker.
You will be given quizzes on some assignments.

Quizzes: Qui226S will be (liven on the definjtion_of_terms as well
as on the readings. These grades will help decide borderline
cases.
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Attendance: Attendance is required at every class and conference
meeting. Any absences other than those authoriz'l because of a
University sponsored event or those resulting from you being
severely injured will lead to a failing grade. These Same
reasons are the only excuses for missing conference sessionsas well. It is up to you to let me know in advance when youwill be absent for University events. You must arrange to getthe work and the notes and to make up the conference time.

Returning:PaperS: Return graded papersIto me during your conference
sessions. All papers mdSt be on file_in the Writing Lab,
English 315, in order for yod tO get a grade in the course.

The Curri_culdm

According to the handbook, the course content and assignments for

Special Options Rhetoric lO are described as,follows:

COURSE CONTENT AND ASS woiENTS

Because this course is a conflation of Rhet. 104 and Rhet. 105,
the emphasis of the first third of the course is on grammar and
paragraph structure. The other two-thirds of the time should be
devoted to_essay structure and the research paper. Again, be sure
to read the EOP Rhetoric Supplement

for a description of specific
content for the two semester Rhetoric Program.

Specifically the aSsignments should inclUde:

5 paragraphs 7 definition, description, process, comparison/
contrast, cause and effett

6 essays 1 (of 2-4 pages typewritten for out-of-class work) -
classification, illustration, definition, process analysis,
comparison/contrast, persuasion. Three of these maybe will
be in-class impromptus; the 1st essay, the mid-term and the
final.

1 research paper - of five to seven pages. Be sure this is
a paper with stance and argumentation and not a report.

The emphasis of the paragraphs should be on limiting the subject
and using concrete examples or illustration for support. Transitionshould probably be taught all along rather than as a separate skill.
Then, the emphasis of the essay should be on a well-focused thesis
statement which takes a stance on a subject and leads to a well
structured argument of that stance.

29
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You may want to experiment with teaching the research paper.
It can be taught all in one block, or_it can be taught interwoven
with the essay assignments and paragraph assignmentS. Either way,you will want your students to start choosing their topic or at
least thinking about it by the second week of the semester as the
course concentrates on_che process of wTiting the paper more than onthe content. The students need to know their subjects early so thatthey can concentrate on developing their thesis statements, doing
the research and writing the paper.

ThiS is an intense course for bOth the teaching aSsisiant and the student.

It is interesting to 16ok at the course content for EOP Rhetoric 104 to

see what the Students would be expected to do and know by the end of the

Semester and then to compare that to the Special Op*ions Rhetoric 105

course.

TEAC1111,10 RHETORIC 104

Keeping in mind that the objective of EOP Rhetoric is to teach
students to write well, first consider what skills the student
must master to achieve this goal. Because many of our students
have not sufflciently practiced the basic skills of writing or have
never been taught these skills in the first place, Rhetoric 104
cannot be accurately described as a remedial course. Instead, itis a compensatory course as it will be, for many of our students,
their first exposure to writing techniques they snould have been
taught during their high school years.

I n addition to baaic rheto(ical problems, many of the errors
in EOP students' writing result from the difference between their
spoken dialects and the requirements of formal English. Students
shouid be taught the levels of language use so that they can recog-
nize this difference. While teaching the structure and function of
written Standard English, we teach students to respect their own
dialects as well. As a result, for the first few weeks of class _
and tutorials, functional grammar and usage rules receive considerable
attention. These rules should be reviewed briefly whenever necessarythroughout the semester. Specific grammar problems are best handled
in the tutorials. In the class, quizzes and written assignments
are especially recommended at they give students an idea of the
seriousness of the work. Therefore, each writing assignment should
be designed to enhance the student's writing ability, and quizzes
should cover basic writing skills.

Judginq from teacher and student coMments, the following
methods have been effective in teaching Rhetoric 104:

30
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1) a combination of discussion and lecture
2) a combination of questioning and lecture
3) the use of student's writing as models for rhetorical

analysis--emphasizing the positive whenever possible
4) peer editing--students analyze and evaluate each other's

work (see sample sheet on page J
5) the discussion of essays from the reader emphasizing

writing problems solved, then civing the students a
similar writing problem to solve

_COURSE CONTENT

The following outline liStS the rhet-oriCal skills and concepts our
students should know how to use at the end of Rnetoric 104:

WordS and_Meanings
A. Diction7words to che.Dose and

words to avoid: slang,_jargOn
cliche, idioms, colloquialism,
wordiness

. Denotation/Connotation
1. Positive significance
2.Perjorative significance

C. Dictionary and Thesaurus uSe
II Phrases for Variety

A. Prepositional
B. P8rticipial
C. Infinitive
D. Gerundive_
E. Appositive

III Sentence Patterns Emphasizing
completeness and variety
X. Simple
B. Compound
C. Complex
D. Compound-Complex

IV punctuation
A. Perrod_
B. Question Mark
C. Semicolon
D. Colon
E. Comma
F. DaSh
Q. Parenthesis
H. 1-10hen

I. Apostrophe
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V Elements of Writing
A. Stance Argument
B. Tone
C. Audience
D. Paragraph Structure

1. Topic sentence
2. Support
3. Concluding statement

E. Essay Structure
1. Introductory paragraph
2. Thesis statement
3. Paragraphs of support
4. Concluding paragraph

F. Methods of Transition
1. Pronoun reference
2. Repetition of key words
3. Transitional words and

_phrases
G. ProofreaHing

VI Modes of Organization
A. Directions - emphasizing log-

ical Sequen.e
Description - emphasizing con-
creceness

C. Exemplification emphasizin2
support

D. Summarization - emphasizing
conciseness

E. Definition - emphasizing con-
trolling argument

F. Comparison/Contrast - empha-
sizing thoughtful expansion

G. Combined Modes - emphasizing
appropriate response

COURSE AS_S_LaNtIENT-S-

This course requires a m;nimum of seven in-class paragraphs
and seven 2 to 5 page essays. You have the option of increasing
this quantity. Additional exercises and quizzes will help the
students quickly grasp the specific grammar points and also any
terms you may want them to memorize. The paragraph and essay
assignments should be specific, including an explanation of the
problem involved in the assignment, the length of the response andthe due date. The student, then, knows what to expect, and you know
what criteria to use in evaluating the paper.
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A Student taking EOP Rhetoric 104 and 105 would write se':'n in-claSs

paragraphs, fifteen essayS, and a research paper. A student taking Special

Options Rhetoric 105 would Write five paragraphS, Six ::S§ays and a research

paper.

Texts

The texts used in Special Options Rhetoric 105 are non-remedial

textbooks, textbooks typically found in any freshman composition class in

any university. The texts used in the Spring semester 1982 section were

these:

Bell and Cohn: Rhetoric 3 (used for the first half of the course)

Winkler and McCuen: Rhatoric_Mae Plain

Rorabacher and Dunbar: AsSignMentS in Exposition_

PerCeption§ of Special_Gp_tion- Rhetoric

Current StUdentS

Student perceptions of the 1982 spring semester section were assessed

by means of student-written letters to the Director of Rhetoric, R. Baird

Shuman as well as by student concern statements and a questionnaire. The

letters were written about seven weeks into the course and were supposed

to state student perceptions of the strengths and weaknesses of Special

Options Rhetoric 1051103. The letters were assigned by the teaching

assistant at the eVaivatorrs request; and were actually sent; The letterS

formed the basis for 103 tutorial commiiits and reviFions. The four letters

that follow are typical letters and illustrate the variation in ability to

write a formal letter.



Letter 1

R. Baird Shuman
Director of Freshman Rhetoric
Box 71

Department of English
608 S. Wright Street
Urbana, Ill. 61820

Dear, Sir

30

1 am a student inrolled in Rhot. 105 SpeCial Option_section who
happened to be a non-transfer student nor an athlet but a foreign student:

I am writing this letter in hope that you will share an idea that I

have about my class. As you know, the_admission policy of Special Option
section is limited to athlets and transferer: athlets. However, it is my
personal opinion that this particular section should alsc be open to
foreign students whose English level is higher than ESL students but lower
than regular rhetoric students.

1 would like also suggest that the testing system in English depart-
ment is not fair for students with foreign background. It is because that
foreign students are almost forced to take ESL courses without being fairly
tested; not only written exams but also oral exams should be given. Thus,
it is my wish inform you that . . .

Sincerely yours,
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Letter 2

Dear Dr. Shuman, my name is_Randy Miller I am a Transfer Student from
Long Beach City College in California.

I transfer to the U of I to fearther
my education and_to play football. My reason for coming here was because
I like people and the U of I is a good academic school.

I'm enroll in Rhét. 103 ard 105 both of the Rhet courses have helped
me to become a better writer. When 1 first enroll I did not know how to
write, it's taken me about five weeks to learn how, now I have improve my
writing Skill. The work I was doing was D- now I am doing about C work.

1 only have one complaint. That is that I think the Rhet. teacher
should take under consiteratian chat the freshman and transfer student
don't have the same English skill as a seniar or a Juniar.

Letter 3

Dear Sir

Sincerely,

_ My name is George Bailey and_
I am a rieW Student here at the University

of Illinois. I am also part of the fighting 111ini football squad.

Presently I am enrolled in the freshman Rhetoric course, therefor
I'm writing this letter to let_you know how much I respect you for such a
well organized course._ This course has really help me alot.

1 am now
able to write paragraphs and letters more effectively than I have in the
past._ I personally hope this course continue here at the U of I because
for the incoming freshman, transfers and others who are planning to attend
the U of 1, this course will really help them as well as it helped me.
Although this course has been very helpful theres one thing

I recommend
to better this course, For the incomers who are planning to take this
course, warn them of the plentiful writing that is required in this
course. Thank you.

Yours sincerely,



Letter 4

Dear Dottbr Shuman:
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I am currently enrolled as a freshman at the University and I amregistered in a 1031105 Rhetoric class. I am in the college of Applied
Life Studies and thinking of going into sports Medicine. College hasbeen fun so far and I am doing fine in most of my classes. I am livingat Bromley Hall and I have made reservations for campus housing nextsemester.

My Rhetoric closs has been very helpful to me, especi-.11y the tutoringsection, which has help me on my term paper. The class is a good sizeand everybody gets help. The books that are used are very good and easyto read and understand. My T.A. has been very patient and helpful to meThis course will help me out because
I am not very skilled in english

wril-ing skills and I am also pressed for time because of the many things
I do. All in all, I feel this course will benefit me in the long run and
l will be able to pull off a good grade in the class.

The rhetoric class 103/105 is a very sustained class because theiris much to learn and a lot to do in a relatively short period of time.My T.A. has expected much of both me and the other students in the class.Since I am not the most skilled writer, I must work hard to get goodgrades on my papers. The term paper I am doing is hard and takes much ofmy time. I'm sure I will make it through the class, and make it with agood grade.

_ The rhetoric_ClaSS 103/105 is a good_claSs. _1 hope that ycu willkeep_this course in further years. I wOuld Suggest that to improVe the_class, you ShOUldhave
more_tutoritig_tiMe for the student. ThiS has beenthe most helpful to me and I'm_sure it has helped the other Students.Thank you very much for your time and have a nice d4.

Sincerely yours,

AbOut halfway into the course students were asked to give three concern

they had about Special Options Rhetorit 105 and three concernS foe SpeCial

Options Rhetorit 102, in order of Laportance. The nine Students present in

class that day responded with the following concernS.

fa
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The Concerns of Nine_Students for_Spetial OptiOne.. Rhetoric 105 Class_

Student 1: My first concern is whether: I will Le taught how to write
papers correttly.

Student 2: My first concern is whether: I could improve rtly pronoUnceseation
by using verbs, nouns, adjectives, and ec

Student 3: My first concern is whether: knowing if 111 be able to get out
of this course wit, a descent grF.de and at the same time knowing
I'll be able to write descently after

I finish this course.

Student : My first concern is whether: I get 8 good grade or not (I'm on
PrObation).

Student 5: My first concern is whether: the ciass is_functioning 8t a good
level compared to the other Rhetoric 105 courses

Student 6: My first concern is_whether:I learn someth1ng and I aCtually
get something out of the class besides a grade.

Student 7: My_first concern is whether: I learn how to write better. I

feel that Rhetoric 105 helpS me to learn more about writing and
how to do research papers.

Student 8: My firSt -concern is whether: I can successfully pass thiS cOUrSe.

Student 9: My first concern is whether: me learning how to write a paper
and learning the different parts of an A paper.

Student 1: My SeCond concern is whether: I will be taught 5bM8 baSit
Englithi such as grammar; punctuation, etc.

StLident 2: My_second concern is whether:_ Writing my paragraphs. I need
and want to really understand hOW to write a perfect paragraph.

Student 3. My second concern is whether: this course will help me later
in the future.

Sti:Uent : My second concern is whether: is to learn more about using
the English language correctly.

Student 5 : My second,contern is whether: the class will be beneficial
when 8nd if I take more advanced Rhetoric.

Student : My second concern is whether: We do the preper ameunt of work
roe the hours we spend in class._ It teeMS to me that I put in
severni more hours than the credit that is given.

3 7
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Student 7: My_SetOnd concern_is whether: I also feel that Rhetoric has
helped me to improve my English skill.

Student 8: My second concern is whether: The T,A. can have enough patience
to get me to ba a better English stUdent.

Student : My second concern is whether: I pass the class.

Student 1: My thira concern is whethet: ot not the TA will bury me in
homework assignments.

Student 2: My third concern is whether: It will improve my reading habits.
Reading is fun to me, but

I do not read enough. I think Rhetoric
105 will help me in plenty of ways.

Student 4: My third concern is whether: studying and being sure I have all
my assignments in on time. I must really be put in alot of time
with my third concern in order to attain my 1st concern.

Student : my third concern is whether: I'm getting 6 good undetttanding
Of RhetbriC.

Student : hy third concern is whether: We get enough time to write a good
paragraph when it will be graded.

Student 8: My third concern is whether: The T.A. knows how much it will
be appreciated if they could make you a better student.

Student : third concern is whether: I get an A or B out of the course.

Student 1: Otner concerns I haVe are: to be told when papers are to be
qraded; and spend many more hours out of class than giveh
credit fOr.

Student : Other concerns I have are: The amount of stupid busy work we
have. We are constantly being given assignments which a third
grader could do. It takes up some of my valuable time that I

could be spending in other constructive areas.

Student : Other concerns I have are: The reStrictions abOUt Missing
ClaSSes and homework assignmentS.

Student 9: Other concerns I have are: I'm really doing great or whether
I'm doing good.
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The Concern_s_o_f NineStudents fOr Special Option Rhetoric 103 Tutorial

Student 1: My firSt COntern is whether: I will be tutored enOugh to help
My grade average.

Student 2: My first concern is whether: All My Paragraphs and essays are
all correctly; I will_liké to no if the commas, spelling, and
other are perfectly wright.

Student 3. My firSt conCern is whether: I'm really imprO-ving on class
Work bY taking time out to go to theSe ClaSSeS.

Student 4: My first concern : Tb -go so I can pick up that extra one
hour credit.

Student 5: my firSt COI-it-ern is whether: The class is benefitial.

Student 6: My first concern is whether: I learn something in that 40
minutes that are given.

Student 7: My first concern iS Whether: Rhet. 103 helps with grammar and
skill and spelling.

Student : my firSt_COncern_ls_whether:
I can really recogniZ6 iF the

teacher looks_like he/she really cares for Me aS a Person and
reallY wants to help me.

Student : My first concern iS whether: Finding out or all my work in.

Studeht I: My second concern is whether: The TA iS gehUihely concerned
enough to help me:

Student My second concern is whether: My reádiig habits has produce
better. I would really like to no if my reading is moving along
quickly and faster, and I know what I am really reading.

Student 3: MY Second concern is whether:_ My ijittrottoe Will_actually tell
Me how I stand_as far as grades and whether or_not I need extra
help. Also what I need to do to 6 an "A" out of this course.

Student 4. My second cOn-cern is: :discussing my work in class_in Oeder that
I may become a better Retoric student and 8-ri OVerall person in
the category Of English.

Student 5. My second concern is whether: the class accomplishes anything.
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Student -: My second concern is whether: I get_bored very easily and I

don't keep my mind -on what is going on.

Student 8: My Second concern is whether. I can comprehend to any Mistakes
1 might have made on a pap,..:r.

Student 9: My second concern is whether: finding out the thing I do know
as well as the thing§ I don't knoW.

Student 1: My third concern_is whether: that I See Steady iMOrovement
on my part throughout the semester.

Student 2: My third concern is whether: If my teacher is helping me as
much as she really could. By her pushing me harder 1 think my
learning habits will increase better.

Student 3. My third concern is whether: I'll be able to tell her how or
What I think of this course.

Student 4: My third concern is whether: or not I actually learn anything
from the tutorie13. This is important because it's a big weSte
of time to go and learn nothing.

Student : MY third concern is whether:
I can prove to my-Self that I can

pass this course;

A content analysis was performed on these concerns by labeling the topic

mentioned in each statement and then looking for patterns for each of the

three concerns for both Special Options Rhetoric 105 and 103. The results

are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

4 0
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Table 1

Content Analysis of Student ConCerhS foe SPeCial_Options Rhetoric 105
According tb Importance and Frequency of Mention

Concern Other Total
Topic 23 Frequency

Learning/improving language competence
Basic skills for standard English usage/
mechanics

Writing-general, paragraph,/research paper
Reading
Oral pronunciation

6

1

3

1 1

1

3

8

1

1

Total
7 4 2 13

Grades
Good grades
Passing grades

Total
1 1

Special Op._ Rhet. 105 Course
Preparation for future
Preparation for future rhetoric cotrses
Comparability with other Rhet. 105 courses

Total
1 2 3

Assignments_
Appropriate amount
Appropriate amount for credit given
Appropriate time for in-class assignment
Knowledge of assignments to be graded
Busy work, age appropriate
On t'mr-/missed restrictions

1

1

1

1

1

1

Total
1 2 L 7

Teaching Assistant
Patience
Student appreciation awareness

1

1

1

Total
1 1 2

Evaluation

Truthful/infolmative
1

Self-discipline
Studying/on time assignments

Total
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Content Analysis of Sp. Op. RhetOrit 103 Student Concerns
According to Importance and Frequency of Mention

Concerns

38

Total
Topics

1 2
Frequency

Tutoring Time

Adequacy for passing/improving grades
Adequacy of 40 minutes for 1...!arning

Cost efficiency--tutorial time vs. 105
class improvement

1

1

1 I

.,,

r.

Total
3

.

Teaching Assistant
Concern for student/really wants to help
Available help for reading improvement
Available help for skills-grammar, spelling
Challenges for student for better learning
habits

1

I

1

1

2

1

1

Total
2 2 1 5

Feedback

About paragraph/essay correctness-mechanics
About student status tc assignment requirements
About actual grade status
About need for extra help
About how to get an A in Sp. Op. Rhet. 105
About how to improve in Rhetoric/English
language

About what student knrws and doesn't know
Possibility of honest 103 evaluation by students

1

1

1

1

Total
2 5

Attendance
Enough to get extra one hour credit

1 1

Total
1

Sp. Op. Rhet. 103
Can it accomplish anything
Will it be boring or keep attention
Availability of one-to-one special help

1

1

1

1

1

Total

Student Awareness/Understanding/Self-concept
of steady improvement throughout semester
proof of ability to pass the course
comprehension of errors made

1

1

1

1

1

Total
1 2 3
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Near the end of the course studentS Were given a questionnaire with a fiVe
_

point scale to assess hoW they felt about tne course. The retults are shown

in TableS 3 and 4.

Table 3
Rank Ordered_tlean Average of Student ResponSeS to

Before and After Thi-s Class With tlf an Gain

Before After Gain

I believed I could organize my ideas clearly. 2.86 3.57 +.71
I thought I developed my ideas adequately. 3.14 3.71 +.57
I thought I was a competent writer. 3.00 3.43 +.43
I had confidence in my ability to say something
worth reading. 3.14 3.57 +.43
I thought I could spell and punctuate acceptably. 2.71 3.14 +.43
I thought I used words carefully and precisely. 3.00 3.43 +.43
I regarded writing as a way of straightening out
my own thinking. 3.00 3.29 +.29
I often revised what I had written before I

considered it finished.
3.57 3.86 +.29

I liked to write. 3.29 3.57 +.28
I believed my vocabulary was adequate to my needs. 3.43 3.71 +.28
I thought my teachers were only interested in
finding errors in what I wrote. 2.43 2.71 +.28
I understood that many people react emotionally
to language choices different from their own. 3.43 3.66 +.23
I found essay teSt frightening. 2.71 2.86 +.15
I usually proofread my final copy and made the
necessary mechanical changes. 3.71 3.86 +.15
I worried about the "correctness" of my writing. 4.57 4.57 .00

I varied what I wrote according to the needs of
my audience.

3.57 3.57 .00

I was sure I could recognize "good writing." 3 29 3.29 .00
When I tried to write something, I had trouble
getting started.

3.71 3.71 .00
I believed teachers cared more aboLt what I

said than how I said it. 3.50 3.14 -.36
I had trouble finding support for my iJeas. 3.43 3.29 -.14



Table 4

AVerage of Student ResponseS
Rank Ordered Mean for In This elass_S-tatementt

I had enough oppOrtUnitY to write outside of
class.

ClasS discussions helped 4-o stimulate my
thinking.

l_usually understood what the teacher waS
talking about.

The_responses I received to my writing helped
me in making revisions.

I Understood the teacher's coLmentS about ty
writing;

Class exercises Were directlY related to writing
probiems.

The teacher encouraged students to _expreSS_their
own views even though the teacher ditagreed With
them;

Everybody in_the class wasiencouraged to
participate in the discussions;

ClaSs discussions gave me ideas for my writing.

I understood the purpose of the äStignmehts.

I had enough opportunity to Write in class;

The teacher encouraged students to ask questions.

The responses I received to my writing helped me
in the next assignment.

The teacher's comments on my Writing were positive
and supportive.

The teacher's evaluation of my writing seemed
fair.

The teacher was available for cOnSUltation when
I needed help.

4.14

4.00

4.00

4.00

3.88

3.86

3.86

3.71

3.71

3.71

3.71

3.57

3.57

3.29

3.29

3.29

The teacher seemed to value me as a person. 3.29
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Table 4 (cont'd)

The teacher welcomed student sftggeStionS for
activities, assignments, and projects. 3.14

When tests were returned, students were given a
chance to ask questions and understand what
acceptable answers should have been:

The teacher returned my 855ignmeht Within a
reasonable length of tiMe.

The teacher sometimes appeared bore

Test questions were related to what had been
e.lphasized in the class.

The_teacher seemed_more interested in gbme
students than in otherg.

The teacher explained the basis on which grades
were given or evaluations made.

The teacher sometimes ridiculed student commentS
or student writing.

Even though the teacher crititi2ed My Writing,
was always treated with respect.

1 had enough opportunity to write about my own
interests.

1 believed 1 was writing only for the teacher.

1 had opportunities to write for various audiences.

1 thought my creativity was being suppressed.

The teacher _sometimes wrote With_the ClaSS and
students had 8n opportunity to discuss the teacher's
writing.

Comments made_by other members of the class helped
me in my writing.

What I wrote was frequently shared with other members
of the class.

i had opportunities to work in Sthall groups in revising
and editing what group members had written.

3.14

3.14

3.11

3.00

3.00

2.71

2.71

2.71

2.57

2.57

2.57

2.43

2.29

2.29

1.86

1.57
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FoTmer Students 1980

An Engineering Sturient: I think the teacher did a good job, but a lot

has to do with the student wanting to get "into" the course. The course

seemed like for football players=-most of th,m weren't too serious--boisterous

football players. Getting across the seriousness is the most important

thing for Special Options. I don't like to write papers much yet, but if

I have to I can. I've written two papers and did okay--got C grades on

them. I don't feel they spend enough time on paragraphs in Special Options.

The teacher had to rush into the essay.

A FootbAl Player: It was all right--really.
I got hurt in football

season and missed a lot--had to rush and get in my work. I didn't get "into

it." I really did learn something though. It did help. I write letters

to my girlfriend--it helped me on composition.
I used to just throw words

together. I have a couple of papers due now and I have more self-confidence.

I don't have to rely on the tutors as much. Now I can plan it myself--I'm

more self-reliant now. I used to think of something--any old thing and

write it down or copy out of a Look. The way we did it in there was pretty

good--the tutor--met with her--pretty effective, a teacher by ourselves.

We cleared up stuff. And in between, the homework assignments.

Another Student: It made no difference at all for me. All we did was

write papers but weren't taught the techniques. You can't learn to write

by just writing a lot. It didn't help much with grammar. I thought it

;

was superficial. I think the course should start out With baSit grammar

before writing; I think it should be made two reoired COUrses--grammar

plus writing. Many had trouble with the course because they have problems

in grammar and writing.

26
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Another Footbal_LPlayer: I thought it was a nice course. It helps

you understand how tO Write a babee and do research. My writing is battee

than it Wat--it improved. But I couldn't le,Jrn enough in one semeSter"it

iS hot really in mind--they push you too fast. I have had papers to do in

psychology, Black History, and Speech COMmOnication--I still always have

my papers cheCked over by my tutor: They need to do more about reading in

the. toUrSe. A paper May be an A paper; but if you misunderstand reading t e

_aSSignMent, then you get a low grade. Wheh I nest came I was playing on

the football team. Now my goalS haVe Changed. Now I'm in Business

Administration. Now I am more responsible academically. Now I want a

degree. Then I didn't. At first I was told to just hang in. It is hard

for me to maintain a 3.00 now, but I want to go beyond 3.00. Once I had a

ten page paper. I did four papers since then. My study habits are better

now. Now I know I can do ten pages and "get into it" but still get help

from the tutor if I need it.

A NonAthiete: I thought it was pretty good. The tutorial was pretty

good--one on one. It made a big difference. My grades would have been

lower. I get solid Bs and I have self-confidence. In my class only two

out of fifteen were not sports people. Some of the athletes didn't take

it seriously and didn't get good grades. They'd come in with papers half-

written, scribbly--they didn't think the class applied to what they were

doing. The other non-athlete and I got good grades.
I got a B.

Former Teaching AssIstants-

1. The problem is that is only one semester. Obviously we are dealing

with kids who need two semesters. It is better to put kids in this class

than in regular Rhetoric 105. The athletes have a right to an education.
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The TAs have to worry about passing students--the student athletes schedule

and arranging your class to fit the course requirements and the sports

calendar. "I have a Friday game and I won't be there." More hassles! TAs

are more empathetic with athletes now but are torn between hurting the

students sports careers and hurting the students' academic future. We have

to play Goii. There is an ethic issue. Should students be allowed to get

a degree without the mental capabil:ty?

2. Special Options is an experinent--so probaply they will go to more

than one semester. I think it is a great idea but I think it is not as

effective as it could be if more than one semester. A dismal writer can

only improve so much in one semester, especially if he s playing football

and has three other classes, too. The whole special admit idea is not a

good idea on such a small scale. It needs to be expanded tenfold. A Student

should come in on a four, five, or six year pro,ram, depending on his skills.

The University is being completely irresponsible in the few specially dis-

advantaged students it accepts. Right now the University admits the upper

cruSt of minorities, except for athletes. It's stupid. There are thOUsands

and thousands of low income students who could get a degree here if they

had a year of preparation. There should be an explicitly stated five year

special admit program where students have the first year to adjust and take

introductory preparatory courses but with the usual high standards applied.

It will never Appen--money. And the Alumni wouldn't like it. They don't

view the U of I as non-elite.
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A Former EOP and Sp. Op_ Teaching Assistant

Special Options should be a two semester course--there's too much to

cover in sixteen weeks. You have to teach about sentences, paragraphs,

essay style and the research paper simultaneously. But people did improve.

I feel Special Options was something Stuck on to the compoLition curriculum--

it was not thought out. Attendance was a problem. ! would have people

missing eight or nine classes in a semester on Fridays--remember there are

only thirteen weeks of actual teaching. One of my former Special Options

students is now doing free lance work for the Daily Illini--he's good. He

had potential but never a course that went about teaching writing

systematically. I enjoyed teaching the Special Option course--it was

challenging-:different. But there is much more work for the A. The pace

was so fast that I felt like giving everything a lick and a promise.

EOP Rhetoric there is a ttanding offer for students who get a C grade or

lower to rewrite the paper, but in Special Options there is no time for

this rewriting. In EOP the students diction and grammar was not bad, but

it is a big problem in Special Options. The Athletic Department tutor

tries to patch up their papers--they work with them too much on essays

and writing. They should have worked with them on diction, grammar, usage,

mechanicsbut the goal i5 tb get them thrOugh the 105 course come hell or

high water. There'S the problem here at the University of prejudice

against athletes--that they are stupid, won't do the work. In my class

most of them di_d_ work; The whole system wotkS egeiht the football player.

ARnmv_riDIR aild Special Opti-oh 103 Tutorial Teaching Assistant

The Main problem for a Special Options 103 TA is attendance and the

paper requirements. In EOP courses there are 5trict requirements on due
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dates--a grade is deducted for late papers, but in Special Options this is

not so because the Athletic Association gives the athletes four excused

absences. When they are absent so much, I couldn't work with them. I

could give them an Unsatisfactory grade but
I couldn't discuss anything

with them when they did come because no papers were done. It was hard to

build momentum. If Students don't show up, there is no penalty, numerically,

only a U or S, so most don't take the tutorial seriously. Communication

breaks down because goals are differentI can't reach them. They ve been

coddled before and now as athletes. Other students have to work with the

tutor and 105 teacher only--but these athletes have another tutor who may

help too much, If a student came to every tutorial and class and W3S very

serious about the work and had the quality of time--I mean rested--they

work eight hours a day, a full time job--their minds are not rested--and

they do need a social life--so there's no serious effort. Human nature as

it is, they cut ti.toriais and some athletic association tutors doctor up

their papers. It grates on me because when I work with EOP students and

see the progress they make because there is no other tutor to work with

and they have the quality of time--when
I think about it. The other tutors

helping the athletes and the athletes letting them do aE much as possible

(cause the tutor's job is to help them get through the system)--well,

it's a problem of ethics. Also--the Special Options 103 is a total waste

of University mcley. If a tutor waits and no one shows up--it is very

frustrating and sets up a bad relationship between tutor and student. When

the student does come, precious minutes are spent talking about discipline

and when we'll meet again and why he didn't come. I can tutor and counsel
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them until I'm blue in the face but there will be no real improvement if

there's no Support from the Athletic Association.

A Current Special Op_tion_Teach-i-ng Assistant

My major gripe iS that the students are not ready for the RhetOriC 105

level. Obviously they didn't come in at the same level as typical U of I

freshmen. The University knows this when athletes are recruited--they

tell them "Come here, come to this School," and then they close their eyes

to the admission policy. But you can't take these students and expect them

to do the same work as regular 105 even with the tutorial. I feel the

Special Options students need a full year of remed7a1 courses. How can I

start with the sentence level 3nd get them comfortable with that, comfortable

with paragraphs, and the essay, all in thirteen teaching weeks? We lie

to these students when we tell them they'll be writing proficiently at the

end of Special Options Rhetoric. We are cheating them. If I apply the

writing and grading requirements of 105 these students will fail. Why

should they be made to fail? If they started in Rhetoric 104 For a year

and then took 105, then they'd feel like they were progressing up rather

than failing 105 several times like many do. The Handbook tells TAs "If

they don't come up to p r you won't be able to pass them." It is really

telling the TA "Don't expect any miracle." Then it says, "Motivate them,

b t, if you have to, give them a low D or F." My peer advisor said I

should spend four weeks only on the text Rhetoric 3. This is the seventh

week of class, and I am still on it. I did not get through it in four

weeks. TechnicAlly we are doing essays now. I won't get to Argumentation.

The students find writing not enjoyable-=hard--painful. I :Dn't blame them.
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Writing isn't easycomfortable. They haven't gotten comfortable with the

paragraph--if they had sixteen weeks with the paragraph I could get them

comfortable and confident with the peragraph. I feel uncomfortable teaching

this--I had no background in rhetoric--I have no background in teaching the

kind of stuff expected in here.
I had knowing that but not knowing how.

I can't anticipate problems.

The Special Options Director

I have Special Options starring problems. No one wants to teach it.

It is much harder to teach--there are more frustrations: more discipline

problems; poor attendance; motivating students; the students are as good

or bright to begin with (we don't know the ACT scores for some of the Junior

College transfers but we suspect they are low--others are fifteen or below);

they must try to do an impossible task in one semester--the futility of it

all; the knowledge that Lhey as teachers will fail--failing themselves,

failing the student and caught in the middle of conflicting demands--the

English Department teaches demands versus realities; some don't like

athletes--they prefer minority students to athletes. The minority students

are equated with social equality injustices but with athlete§ that s not

the ca§e. They are equated with special privileges and cheating in the

system; I won't use some qualified TAs because of their athletic attitude.

Some lAs are not trained in grammar--they don't like it. I taught a weird

class last semesterpart EOP and part Special Options. I liked it--it

was fun to teach. I'd consider teaching a Special Options class again in

the fall semester because there's an interesting research problem to explore.

My thesis is that one can write and be taught if he has something to say.
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But I am frustrated because the cl8sS wOuld haVe to be a bona fide regular

Rhetoric 105; and I'd have no freedom to eXOlore the thesis--the research

paper would get in the Way. I could if I had two semesters.

An Undergrad Reference_ttbrariam

Special Options is a program under fire from people in the University.

In December the director didn't know if there would be a Special Options

course this spring or who would teach it. When I gave the TA orientation

on January 14, wasn't determined yet who would teach the class which would

begin six days later! The present TA was being considered because the TA

who had been planned on to teach it suddenly left to teach elsewhere.

th1nk Special Options is a real inte-esting program. I think these students

are my favorite to work with. I could never understand why some T;.5 don't

want to teach themif I were a TA, I'd want to teach them. They are so

unpretentious. They have a lack of sophistication--they have the least

amount of library skills. so it is rewarding every time they find something

they are interested in and are successful. Today several came by--one

especially, James Webb, he wears diamond earrings--a dresser--a man about

campus==high self-confidence in-comparison to someJames came by with his

rough draft of his research paper and wanted some help. I have a close

relationship with these students and it carries on from semester to semester.

I think James' research skills are sophisticated and far out-Strip his

composition and reading skills. It will be interesting to see his paper--

his topic is the Effects of TV Advertising for Food on Children and Their

Desire to have These Foods. The Special Option people feel a sense of

accomplishment, success. I have seen an increase of these this semester.
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For example, when I looked at James' bibliography cards, I noticed he didn't

use the Readers Guide but Psychological Abstracts. Also, last month I went

to the main library and saw about fifteen Special Option and EOP students

using the main catalogue in the Reference room. They are learning how to

identify appropriate materials in many different environmentslearning

the thought processes, learning how to learn. Last week a Special Options

student taking another class came to my deskconfidentwith three other

classmates and told them, "She'll help us." They transfer the re-Search

skills and attitudes from Special Option Rhetoric 105 to the library as

an information source They are changing research and library attitudes.

Th-e College of Education Dean

Special Options Rhetoric? There is a Univertity policy and an Illinois

Board of Higher Education policy again-St remedial courses and this smacks

of it--but it uses the same textbooks as the regular rhetoric course.

chink it is very good as long as the University admits Special Admit

students. But I think Admission leaves something to be desired with ACT

scores of 15 or less. They're going to have problems--the University should

,-;provide funds and racilities to see that they can succeed. At the end of

the sophomore or junior year these students should retake tho ACT test

to see if the scores are up. A choc:.. The Special Options people could

track down people and retestit s alright to do internal research--a

sample--retest for concrete evidence. We have some athletic students

taking education courses, but we have a 3.5 grade requirement. If you go

on probation, you need a 3.7 to g t off--we have a policy here to protect

against athletes. We are working with different tutorials, but they do
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have to get the average up. They can enro 1, but the 3.5 affects anybody

in teacher training here and at five other colleges. There is a concern

by some for the high cut-off for probation iSsue and the question of when

_
remediation is not an is remediation. The big issue facing the UniverSity

is if you haVe Special admissions, you do have special obligationt.

The Chancellor

t know about Special Option Rhetoric only indirectly since I was Dean

of the Law Schow and not involved in undergraduate courses before. There

are two perspectives about Special Option Rhetoric: University like

Illinois has no business doing remedial work--our standards are high. You

could take a purist positionsink or swim--i is defensible. The University

for a long time has not taken that position. But a course with a tutorial does

raise questions. 2) Only a small percentage of U of I students are in Special

Options Rhetoric and the University does have a commitment to Special Admit

students, equai opportunity, the handicapped. Not all need courses like

this, but some do. If we are going to admit blue chip athletes"some are

not good students and most of these are in the major revenue yroducing

sports and tend to be from a minority population--if we are not going to

give them help, We are asking them to do the impossible. They'll sink.

Since the University has Special Admit students, the University has an

obligation to meet their problems. They 'lave motivation (the most

important) and academic problems. Many have vast potential, never realized.

The whole problem is exasperated by the steady rise in academic ability in

our regular students. The U of I stands at the apex of the state higher

education system and it's increasingly difficult to get in. The quality
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bf the regular student is increasing but the aUalitY Of the Special Admit

student is flat, and this creates a problem--the discrepancy is greater

now. if in this milieu we put Special Options. We haven't given it as much

support, resources, time, personnel as it needs. Most agree we need a

EOP program for minorities--we coul-cl let marginal students ao to community

colleges; The Blacks and Chicanos could go there, but blue chip athleteS

can't go There iS an obligation not to exploit them--to let theM CIO

athletics and also educate them. The crucial yearS are the beginning years

when reading and writing skills are down. We need to help them but many

of our efforts are in reverse order. The best students don't need help

but the below average students need help. How? Time? We aren't giving

enough resources--we need to give more--more personnel. The only answer,

to be honest, --I don't know. The commitment is still there (as for EOP)

but there is no money. We are cutting back 4.5 billion dollars. There

are no dollarS in the short run but over the long run My hope Is we can do

Something; Maybe we could through the Athletic Association as a separate

corpor'tion

Another Administrator

As far as the amount of time given to the Special Options course--the

Head of the English Department is upset about providing for athletes--he

doesn't want to give money, so there's no support for a two semester ,rogram.

The department is saying, "We are treating them special."

Administrative Aide_

perception of some aeople--that athletes are the only ones who

have special needS--iS inaccurate; There is a rather large number of

5 6
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students who need this special rhetoric and alSo Special math and other

courses. There are not many enrolled in Special Options Rhetoric this year

perhaps because the announcement went out late and maybe students had their

enrollment already planned. There may be a stigma attached to being in a

class for students not quite as bright aS others. The athletes have Terry

Cole pushing them in, other kids don't have. Special Options Rhetoric is

rather recent--there are advisors who don't know much about it. Also many

people think this program is inappropriate for the University. But that

is a purist, naive, attitude. The political forces and pressures from

legislature, and social pressures-=affirmative action--all say there is

a special place for special categories here and at other institutions. If

the purpose of the University is to educate people and it greatiy approves

or values this notion, one of our greatest challenges is to take at least

a small number of those who wouldn't get in and see them through--even if

they don't graduate. To some extent they are provided for, there iS a

tdmmitmenti but not enough though The Ehglish Departmenti
I think,

suffered more budget cuts and more are down the road. Because of other

cuts--they can no longer provide money. Earlier some money was provided

by the University but now that is not enough. That is one thing--no more

support out of the English Department.
I think as long as the Board of

Trustees policy is saying ten percent are to be admitted in special

categories, then we must have special remedial courses to help them along.

A Graduate ColLegeDean_

We need Special OptionS Rhetoric because rhetoric is required and

many of our folk are admitted under the special admit c.ltegorieS. ThiS iS

07
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particularly true of minority athletes. Some of our athletes have ACT

composites of below 10 yet the average composite ACT score is 31 in Commerce

and 33 in Engineering. We have recently increased our recruitment of

minority college athletes from California--they are poor in reading and

writing skills. Without Special Optiont Rhetoric, they can't last. The

recruitment from California is likely to go on since we've increased our

football victories. The California weather is good all year and they can

spend all year perfecting their athletic Skills and can get into a California

Junior College easily. But they don't study--they take irrelevant courses

like Backp6cking. If we want to be competitive in the Big Ten, we must

recruit these skilled athletes. The Department of English is caught between

a rock and a hard place. They are trying to maintain standards. The Head

of the Department really, really doesn't make any special provisions.

According to NCAA policy, you can't make special funding arrangements for

training of athletes--they are supposed to be blended in and npt set aside.

This is not realistic. These Special Option courses we have proposed,

since they were already in place, be part of the program for the academically

handicapped. EOP doesn't want an thing to do with athlete§ though. EOP

composites have risen from 15 and 16 to 19, 20, 21, 22. In a state with

Spanish and Blacks, a flagship University can be unrepresentative of the

state representative only of white middle class suburbs. What kind of

student body do we want here? The pot boiling now is the attrition rate of

minority athletes the academic attrition of minority students--they are

being kicked out. The institution is responsible--they advised them to

take courses leading to a degree. The point is, unless we can change some-

thing in the curritilum and accommodate academically deficient athletes,
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usually minority, soMething Will give. They won't come here if they know

the U of I won't help them graduate. Director of Athletics Neal Stoner

and Coach White are both saying "We need a program." When we look at the

big picture and look at Special Options Rhetoric, there is not much faculty

opinion favoring Special Options anything. There is an emphasis on an

Academic elite--some of these people would like to see the top one percent

of the students--the ones who now go to Princeton, Stanford, and North-

western, come here. At best we're giving lip service to student athletes.

The big public statement of the University is that it has never had any

"remedial" courses--that it must maintain a proper image.

A Current _SpecialOption Rhetoric Minority Athlete

I think it's a good program if you're not advanced in composition.

It gives you a chance to feel your way through--if you're havIng problems

and don't have a complete understanding.
I am getting a better under-

standing--I am getting better every week. I am happy with things as they

are. I think the research paper will be interesting and informative. I

looked at the New York Times yesterday--I had never seen it before--it's

amazing! All those accurate facts there! I am trying to research Jackie

Robinson Breaking the Color Barrier.

Observat_Lons_fromthe EV8lUatot

The pretty young teaching asSistant came into the Special Options

Rhetoric 105 classroom at 9:25 AM, Thursday, looking like a high School

girl--long, straight hair, dressed in appropriate but "i " clothes, loaded

with textbooks, notebooks and folders. A very tall, slim girl got out of

her desk and met her at the teacher's desk.
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Girl: IS my tutorial at 10:20 or 10:40?

TeaCher: 10:40.

Girl: I thought it Was at 10:20!

Teacher: We've been over that before.

Girl: WaS it on Wednesday?

Teacher: (Shakes head afficmätively) You never left me a note.

Girl: I knoWI'M Sorry.

(TheY reschedule a new time and a hew day)

Girl: 10:40, 10:20, 10:00--I better write this one down.

And I finally have my excuse papers from the doctor and

coach.

Girl: (to evaluator) i'm way behind on everything. My problem

now is that I'M behind"I've gone to games and I'Ve been

missing classes. I'm having trouble StaYing on top of my

reilUired assignments Today betWeen noW and 1:30 p.m;

need to contact all my TAS and get assignmentsthen
I

leave and fly to Kentucky.
I come back late Sunday p.m.--

then I face Whatever on Monday.

Class beginS (Week 5, March 4, 1982) 9:30 a.m.

Nine Students present.

o The teacher begins by telling students that next FridaY is the

last day tb drop the course--that some may want to talk to her

aboUt drOpping because of so many missed essays or not doing well

at the beginning of the coUtSé.

o The studentS hand in note cards and a library aSsignment:

60
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o The teacher tells them their research paper outlines are due next

Friday.

o A student raises his hand and says to her: "I thought my tutorial

last Monday was in the library." The teacher replies: "It was in

my office."

o Two more students arrive.

o Teacher tells them to turn to page 104 in Rhetoric 3 on transitions

and begin reading and filling in the transitions appropriate in the

blanks for a poem and paragraph. The students answer when celled

on to supply the missing word--but anSWer incorrectly. They do

not answer correctlyanswering
I inStead Of also or after instead

of soon resulting n Sentences that are fragments or stylistically

unacceptable or nOnsensical; "See page 98 for the liSt of tran-

sitions under time." See what happenS if yOu have: After she gave

birth to five hounds. It iS incoMpletenot a complete thought--

you wonder then What happenS. You need to use Soon she gave birth

to five hounds.

o Teacher continues asking for answers, explaining why the answers

given are wrong. what the answer should be. The students do not

understand the relationship words needed to relate one sentence to

another for coherence and cohesion. A big problem: They say

furthermore instead of the first reason is, and since instead of

therefore, or first instead of another reasco. Students can't

recognize when the author is enumerating or giving causes, sequencing

or contrasting. They fill in with the word example instead of

01
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Fcr_example. Clearly theSe Student§ are unfamiliar with the sign-

_

posting done in formal Written expression. (But maybe they can

uSe them appropriately if they are producing the paragraph?)

o There are now 11 students in class but only five have the text-

book.

o Teacher asks a student to answer a question but he has no paper,

so she asks, "Did you forget to do it?" He says, "I did t but

forgot my paper," and fills in the answer impromptu--and incorrectly.

o Teacher tells students to write an in class paragraph using as many

formal logical connector transitions as they can, underlining them

and in parentheses putting in the lelationship for the chosen

connector such as therefore (result) or furthermore (addition)

(It is now 10:05)

Two students are at the teacher's desk, talking to her.

o The teacher reminds students to write on every other line for the

paragraph.

o The teacher comes over to me and talks, saying:

I'm doing all the work in-class now because of the

athletic tutors doing their work for them and to see

that it gets done. They dc)'t do their homeworkthey

come unprepared. I can't fail themthe EOP-Special

Options director won't let me. I was surprised that

they used transitions incorrectly and at the little

space given to transitions in the text. The students

do not make use of clues in the text explanation and

exercise§ like therefore (result). They use for example

correctly in speech but then want to use example in

writing. They think writing is a new language and are

confused.
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O Teacher -.Jyt "Finish up now--you have three minutes left."

_

o A boy asks if he can recopy his messy; scribbly paragraph, but

she tells him there is no time.

o Teacher puts an old assignment on blatkbOard as a reminder:

For TueSday: Rhetoric 3, Chapter 5--do exercise 1.

Rhetoric___MAde_Plain- Chapter 3--eXercitet

3, 4, 5, 6;

o Teacher tells class as they leave. "From now on we'll be writing

eSsays and the chapters explain how to do it eatilY."

o We all leave.

(One week later--reSultt Of the finSt in-class essay; A

detCriptiVe eaY with a thesis sentence underlined and including

introductory, middle, and concluding paragraphs. Here are two

typical students'.)

Shining _Cutlass

My c,class is very dependable, becauSe it drivet great, has shining_

aro gets gas-sa-vihg mileage.

is known chat man favorite hk, love ones. Well my cutlass surpreme

is t, ;It only thing :n life I love. This car do plenty of things for me,

w. It pople just can't do. It drives as though I was walking on air. The
_

pai nt shines like the 5tarS bf the knight. That black and burgandy,

flashing off the Sun, as though it were gold, and that warms my heart. The

most of all it saves me money; This car can drive 50 tileS, and only burn

one gallon of gas. That really saveS mbney. Thenefore I do not need some-

one es to take care of, but my cutlass surpreme.
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My First Car

When I started going to college I had a transpartation problem,

know riding the bus was not the best thing for me. I decided to buy a car

which cause me more trouble in the first two week than I had predidted.

Well first of all I baught the car for my brother he told me it was

tip top shape. I had driven the car before it all way seen to run well

when he own it. The second day I had the car I had a flat, that was

only the beginning of my headache, every time one thing get fix a nother

thing would break.

The first week of problem had ended and
I tought maybe there would

be no more proolem but I was wrong it seem like the car had a mind of

own it seem like the car stay in the shop as if the shop were it's home.

The car became a (unfinished)

(an essay by a better Sp. Op. student one month later)

The G Marl, Code Name, BUffy

This person iS tall, very tall, in fact taller than a California

Redwood. He is blond haired; blue eyed, and hat a size 15 boot. The

man is th1 -. so thin that he has to run around in the shower to get wet.

He is extrerely wimpy and is a mama's boy. He wears the latest fashions

of the 30's a makes a punk rocker look like a gentleman. Undoubtedly,

chis is the you have heard so nothing about and who could be no

one other than, the G. q. man, the fool of our -time and an idiot of his

-ime.
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Now the_G Q. man_usually goes by the code name Buffy_so_as not to

attract attention. He is a mutant; this is the type of person who lives,

sleeps, and Studies in his room, never leaving, except for the vital things

he needs to sustain his existence. This boy is a mama's boy, calling her

up every night and day so as to get permission to eat, sleep, or breath.

doesn't eat or sler :put he stucres much, more than the entire

school comf;ined, b ls his classes. His eyes are sunken in

and looks like a c-..1 . uglier. His, chest is so sunken in that

it puts sunken tr eesut. shame. lo.ast the boy has some uniqueness

to him in his personality.

G. Q. man is known for his clothes and prejudices. Buffy has the

latest stay-prest dad n lad, and Fanah style pants on the market. All his

shirts have the colors that aren't naturally found in nature. HiS Shoes

came directly from the cookie factory and his cologne right from Raid.

He is a very biased man who believes in the Arian race as the ultimate

race, after all; Hitler is h s uncle. He hates and distrusts everyone

but himself, he loveS thiS guy and wants to be a doctor when he growS

up.

Now the G. Q. man is on a miStion and doesn't want to be disturbed

now, so I can't show you to him, but I will leave you with these final

thoughtS, you don't want to see him. If you do get to ever know him,
I

guess he's not that bad of a guy. In fact he has a future, he thinks

ahead; if he fails out of school, he is going to be a Gigalo in California.

I wish him good luck and have a happy good time.
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ObServation Notes-from Thursday, April 15, 1982 from three Rhetoric 105
Classes_:_EOP_Rhetoric 05, Special OptionS Rhetoric 105, Regular Rhetaric_105

E_OP_RhetoriC 105:

The research paper has been turned i --a week ago each student gave an

oral report to the class based On hiS reSearth Paper. The report began

with the thesis statement of the research paper; The class has one mbre

major paper to write this semesteria literary essay. The Class is assigned

Franz Kafka's short stories MetamorphOSiS and René Decartes as preparation

for the litera-y essay. Today's discussion is a review of an earlier

discussion on 1200 years of history drawing parallels between thought and

music: Thought: Unity fragmentation

Music: Connsonance dissonance

and discussing the characteristic, leading figures and literary works of

the Middle Ages, Renaissance, Age of Reason and Baroque and Modern periods.

Descartes is discussed as a seeming unifier but actual fragmenter because

of multi systems. The instructor plays musical recordings to exemplify

the characteristic of each age. Kafro is discussed as an exemplar of

modern age anxiety, neurosis, fragmentation, and dissonance.

The students are to read Kafka over the weekend, read an essay by Alan

Tofffer from their textbook and write their own conclusion.

The class is attentive and interested throughout the class period.

The tone in this class is much different from Special Options. The teacher

is self-assured, expects attention and quality--and gets them both. The

class has eleven students--nine minority and three non-minority students.

All were listening intently.
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Special Options Rhetori_c_105:

The instructor begins by asking if why a student didn't appear on

Tuesdays' tutorial--the student hangs his head and says he forgot. Then

the instructor asks if everyone read the assigned chapter in the textbook.

Heads shake "no." Only five students brought textbooks. The assigned

chapter is on noun clusters; students are given exercises to do--correcting

noun cluster errors--giving the answers orally. Errors such as saying in

a paper: The main point_is; V think, I feel, I believe that, There are

those pea who; Students are reminded that research papers were due the

previous Tuesday.

After this set of error exercises another set of exercises is handed

to the eleven students present (thre had arrived late--one was ten

minutes late). The second set is on being specificstudents are to cor-

rect the vague, non-precise word, substituting one that gives a better picture.

Students do not understand the directions on the sheet or their task and

answer nice and sweet_ instead of tall and thin. Their answers are based

on truth statements--not according to specificness. For them, Howard

Cosel 1 is a big mouth is fine. It is true, so okay.

The instructor then moves on to discussing active voice. No reasons

are given students for the significance of doing error correction--the

significance statements for the readers, the communicative atti are missing

for the exercise sheets. The exercises are also out of contextisolated--

on a micro level. The students cannot change passive sentences to active--

it is too abstract? The t-)ne of this class is very different from EOP 105.

Then she goes to the text, discussing the seven purposes--ways of

develoring a thesis--especially cause and effectrecognizing the author's
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purpose, suiting the method of development to a thesis. Students do not

understand cause and effect. Students go to the board to do categorization

exercises and the bases for division of a category. Students are bored--

they are not paying attention, are talking and laughing among themselves.

The class Seems disjointed and unconnected.

Regular Rhetori_c_1e5

The research paperS ere due today--the instructor asks students to

pass them up tO her in a special envelope. Then she asks studentS to

tel! hei- what things she should keep in mind ;AS She grades them--what their

concerns are as far 65 her reSponSe to their papers as she evaluates them

this next Weekend. She reMinds them of the requirements for a certain

amount of information and using a certain amount of books and jOUrna15.

She then tells them she has graded a few early papers and found some

areas of concern: clearly stating the thesis and developing it, 'ength,

introductions, not going back to the thesis in the conclusion, footnoting,

Dote cards.

She then moves to having students sign up oh the bOard fOr an oral

presentation to the C1655--a preSentatibn about composition--some chapter

from one of the three assigned textbooks they present.

Next s e has students get their folders from her deSk and loOk through

it, putting all the required ess6ys ahd t-avi5ions in order alphabetically

!noking at preViOdS grades, noting any missing assignments in order to got

it in td her by that weekend. All students 'Iae their textbooks with them.

Each essay is enclosed in a special folder With a sz..ore sheet attached

(also true for re-Search 00er) for grades and teacher commens. Very
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fOrmal--very different from what 1 observed in Spetial Options Rhetoric 105.

The teacher reminds them they MuSt eath haVe 30 pages of writing.

She goes on tO eXplain the r,-otedUre and requirements for their oral

presentetion. They will discuss a model essay as an exemplar of organiza-

tion of a certain type, 5tyle, tone, etc. Each StUdent has a reactor who

reacts and evaluates along with the teether. The reactor ieads the sae

assignment as the presenter. E,:h student gets 8 minutes to present and 2

minuteS foe discussion.

She assigns them o read about crititel eSSaYS in their text, since

their final essay 0111 be a critical eSSaY.

The ObSerVetiOn notes make clear that there are 8 few Similarities

end many differences for the three rhetoric I-1:c; claSeS. All had assigned

research papers to be turned in by Apri 15. he EOP students had turned

theirs in by April 8 end had giVen an oral reprt on ;t, the regular 105

class turned their research papers in on the 15th, 88ch student turned one

in formallY. The Special Option students were tb turn One in on April 13th:

it was not clear how many actually did bUt MY feeling is that many did net;

Of those that did--many were Unetteptable and had huge problems, according

to the instructor. Each class had a final major eSSay due yet before the

end of the semester. EOP was doing a literary essay, Regular 105 was doing

a critical essay, Special Options was doing a cause-effect essay.

There were many differences between Special Option- ard the other two

105 classes. The instructors were working on a higher level--a rhetorical

level in EOP and regular 105 classes but on a low, ILicro level in Special

Opt'ons much of the time. In EOP and regular 105 students had textbooks with

them in class, were attentive, up to dote with aSsignments generally; serious

69
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about the class. Reading and oral presentations were emphasized as well aS

writing--the readings were not just explanatory -chapter§ in a ceXt but

also model essays and peer essayS. ReViSiOnS Were required and peer

evaluation stressed. lh Spetial 00tionS an attempt was made to be on a

rhetorical level, but not much time devoted to it--more --3s spent on exer-

cises. Many in class did not bring textbooks to tldssi they didn't read

assigned chapters--he exerciSeS Ware read Orally in class, all essays and

paragraphs c,,Lre dooe '..-claSS after the first few assignments, and the "eSSayS"

oft,1=0 a D .e or less In g. The quantity of pages written was less than

the cAh9.i- two classes: Much of the time the class was attentive and

nterested; not alwayS. They often did not unt'erstand the lesson for

the cia.

Alternative Propram_Models fiD_r- Marginal StudentS in Rhetoric

liraversily ofKichigan

The UniverSitY Of MiChigan has a new University wide composition

prOgraM that has a tutorial component for marginal stUdents. All Students

are given a writing sami asseSSment--ah eSSay=-for Placement; Full-

time lecturers are uSed to teach the Cutorial--all experienced composition

teacherS. Students ere not allowed into the regular introductory rhetoric

ClaSs until certified by the Compositih Board. They may take one seVeh

week tutorial c1as5; two seVel, Week tUtorial ClaSseS or two tutorial classes

in addition to cOntin;ling tutorial work in the writing workshop. Part of

the tutorial class is iarge class: part on a one to One baSis--a total

of three hours a week. Students write eVery day, receive a response to

their writing every day. At the end of the tutorial an asseLsment paper

70
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is written and evaluated by two ECB lecturers who have not tutored the

student. The writing workshop is open all day long for walk-ins or

scheduled talks of 30 minutes or mo-L:. Sixteen students are in a tutorial

class. The University requ ri cpperlevel writing course on the jut- .r

Senibt- l&sel. There is -ding research program to assess all

components of the writing proyium, especiallY aSsessment; The ity

emphasizes writine acrosS the Curriculum and involves all colleges and

departments in the writing program, requiring each domain to specify the

Writing characteristics needed for successful Written communication in that

ColTege_of-titerature, Stiente and the Arts__Composition Program at the U. C4 Michiaan

All StudentS entering the College for the fiet time must compos.: an

eSSay before registering for their classeS. ACcording to competence

demonstrated in this writing sample, students are placed ih one of three

categorieS:

Tutorial: A two-to-four credit tutorial, offered by the

English Composition Board (ECB), which - t be taken in the

first semester after matriculation; the tutorial course pre-
_

L,
cedes the !ntroductory Composition course tauuNt in the nglish

Department.

introductory tompositAnn: A four credit writing course, taught

in the English Department, which must be taken in one of the

first two semesters after matriculation.

EXeMpted: NO introductory composition requireMent to fulfill

before the upper-leVel writing course or program.
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A wr'ting course or program must be completed by 311 students,

usually in their a a of concentration, after their sophurore year.

Introductory Composition and upper-level writing courses are sup-

plemented by a Writing Workshop staffed by the ECB and available to all

students.

The Ohlo_State_Writing Workshop Program

Ohio State University hE,s an open admssions poi icy resultinc in about

2,000 of the 8,000 in a freshman class being given preparatcry classes

before the regular 110 Frshman Composition class. All studenLi ,re piaced

in composition classes based on ACT test scores and a writing s

essay which is read holistically by two raters. There are four pia-2munt

levels: StudentS With an ACT English score of tOri and poor SCbs On

writing Sample are placed in level four, the lbWest level course. In this

class Unity, Coherence, Development, and Audience Awareness are stressed--

not Mechanics and Grammar. Students with an ACT score Jetween fifteen and

ten and a poor writing sample score are placed in level Lnree courses for

one or two courses at this level, depending on need. At this level the

same basic rhetorical concerns are stressed as in the level four course,

with the addition of some mechanics and grammar and an introduction to the

essay. ClasseS consist of fifteen students.

The Workshop courses stress individualization of writing needs based

on a wTiting profile for each Student. Late work or make-up work is not

accepted. All writirv] workshop students are expected to enr-11 in the

rëãdng tourSe offered in The Reading and -,tudy AillS Center. Free tutoring

is available for help with a specific problem area. No appointment is
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necessary for tutoring services given in the Writing Skills Laboratory

daily--students in the Writing Workshop courses use a textbook stressing

rhetorical concerns of Unity, Coherence. and Audience only and IriPrimts

a student newspaper put OUt bY fritng Workshop students. Workshop students

share their finiShed PrOducts and in-progress papers with classmates in

In-Prints and by duplicating them for class.

in class. lncompletes are rarely giveh.

All examinations are revised

slimma_ry of FreShman English Curriculum e_t_ _Ohio State_Unlversity

Placement
Level

Writing Workshnn Course-s--

100.01

Objectives:
Mastery of BaSit Rhetorical
CbricerriS: Unity; Coherence,
Development, Audience Awareness

100.03

100.021

FreShman Composition

Mastery of BaSiC
Rhetorical Concerns,
Mechanics_and Grammar,
Introduction to Essay

o

Mastery of_Essay;
Mechanics and Grammar

(Ltudcnts may not skip any course in the sequence without the permission of
tte Director co the Writing Workshop. Be sure to schedule your English
courses in a sequen.:e so that you can build on your skills. It will help
yo succeed! ;,nd register early in order t.) avoid being closed o of
rour If you are closea out of 100.02 or 110, come to the Writing
Wnl-,p office in (P- Pressey. We will do all we can to help you add those
course5.
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Findings

The fihdingS reported here are a condensation of the interViews,

bbSerVti-ohS, questionnaires; grade breakdownS foe EOP and Special Option

105/1e3 rhetoric, ar,d reviews of dOeuMehtS. The format for the findings

are responses to the issue questions presented in the Introduction Section

of this eValuetion report;

The Relationship of__SpecialOptiohS Rhetoric to the Missions_of the

Universi_ty amd Athletic Association

1. The heed felt a SiDecial Options Rhetoric_p_rovam. DoeS the

University ave a responsibility to provide opportuniCeS to marginally

etadeMiC students? is there a supportiVe cliMate for Special Options

Rhetoric? As is evident froM the student letters to rhetoric director

(pages 30-32) SeCtioh of this report, and comments from UhiVerSity Officials,

faculty, ahd staff in the Rercept_i_ons of 'ecial Optioh Rhetoric section

of this report (pages 43-55), it seems clear chat there is a definite need

for a Special Options Rhetoric program and that the UniverSiLy haS ah

Obligation t-o provide for this writing need of marginally academic students.

The specially admitted studentS nbt eligible for EOP rhetoric feel that

without a special claSS to prepare them and help them get through Rhetoric

105 requiremehtsi they cannot possibly meet the writing requirements of

the UniVerSity and hope to graduate. The UniVerSity administrators, faculty,

ahd staff, and the Athletic ASSociaticin Staff that Were interviewed belieVe

that because of the special admit Category, the University has a responsi-

bility to a program that allows special admit studentS tb äthieVe

academically: The Athletic Association staff, Special Options Rhetoric
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director, teaching assistants and some UniverSity OffiCi,31s feel that there

is not enough real commitment on the Part of the University. The funding

level has been loW; the Status of the Special Options Rfrictoric progrm

has been uncertain from semester to semester, making long range planning

impossible; there is no ongoing, cOntinUing rhétdric program to support

the margioally academic Students throughout their undergraduate yearS;

there iS an UnWillingness to use the word _remedial in cOnnectron With

special admit students and an uncertainty abOUt how tO handle specjal admit

cases that do not meet EOP requirementS beceuse of the Illinois Eicard zf

HHher Education's strong stand against rerdiation at the University; there

seems to be a strong commitment to an elitist academic UniverSity that

cOnflicts w.th the desire to have elitist fOotball and baSketball UniverSitv

teams; there seems to be stron anti-athlete attitudes in the English Department

and a resulting loW funding leVél from the English department and a generally

non-supportive climate there; there also seems to be a leck of adequate

program promotion on the part of the AdmiSSions office and course

catalogs.

2. The role of the Athleti_c_Assaciation in_Special OptionS Rhetoric.

Does the tutoring service provided by the AthletiC AssoCiation interfere

with t.he effectiveneSS of SOeCial 00tionS Rhetoric? The Special Options

Rhetoric teaching assistants and director are in agreemen' that the Athletic

Association CutOring service does interfere with the effectiveness of the

program (pages 45-55). Because there seems to be evidence that athletic

tutors are providing too much help to athlete students enrolled in Special

Optiow-. Rhetoric 105/103 on out=of=class assignments, the teaching
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assistants feel they must make all aSSignMents in-class or in-tutorial

assignments, thUs cohstraining the total amount of writing per Student each

semester. Students are given only one type of wt-iting ékpérience--the

in-class, less reflective, lesS planned, artifiCial assignment--one that

may not be a completely valid assessment of student writing ability. Cbh-

tern has been expressed over the lack of Rhetoric department control over

Athletic Association tutors, lack of tOmmbn briehtation for both rhetoric

and athletic tutors, and a general lack of communication with the athletic

tutorS. There see-MS to be a conflict of goals between teaching assistants/

rhetoric director and athletic tutors: the fomer ere interested in

teaching the requisite writing SkillS needed for passing 105; the later

are concerned with keeping the athlete eligible to play and making a passing

grade in the 105/103 course.

The Specia4 OptionsRhetoric Program and Practices

3. The anaiun-t iaf time designated for Special Options_Rhetoric- Is

one semester long enough to do the job effectively and h,ve ;.11 impact?

There is a concensus among students and personnel that although there is

some impact from the present .--sne SemeSter SpeCial aptions program, a two

semester program is needed for Students to master the skills needed to

Meet the writing objectives of the English Department and the Uhiversity.

Students cannot learn the ba.sic rhetorical SkillS Of Unity; Coherence,

Development, Audience Awareness, Mechanics and Grammar; and Sentence,

Paragraph, and Essay structure in one semester, e,,en with 8 tUtorial. In

addition; students cannot learn the writirl skills heeded to write a research

paper although they may learn many reSearch Skills from their library

tutorials
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4. The comparability of_Special_Options Rhetoric 105, EOP Rhetoric 105

and regular Rhetoric 105. Is Special Options Rhetoric on the same level

as the other two? Is it different? The samples of student letters

(pages 30-32) and essays (pages 59-62) as well as the observation field

notes (pages 56-63) indicate that the three rhetoric 105 classes are not

on the same level and that they are, indeed, quite different. Special Option

students cannot comprehend the non-remedlal textbook chapters and exercises,

are not given other non-textbook readings as models or as stimuli for

writing tasks, are not given out-Of-ClaSS Writing assignments except the

research paper, are not giVen opportunities to revise writing assignmentS,

and are not given Oportunities to share their writing taSkS with class-

mate§ -c)- participate in peer evaluation. The amount of pages wr en is

mUch less for Special Option studentt, the Variety of writing assignments

is less, and the quality of the essays is far below that of the other two

Rhetoric 105 courses despite the seeming comparability of grades for EOP

105/103 and Special Options 105/103 at the end of the 1981 fall semester,

which indicates that the grading standards may be different for the dif-

ferent rhetori._ 105 courses.

EOP 105/103 Spec. Opt. 105/103

A---4

B---14 B---14

C----7 C---19

D----2 D----4

E----1 E"--4
Ex---3 Ex---4

W----0 W----1

Drop-1 Drop-0

Ab---0 Ab---0
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Ther( !s apparently no structure Within the rhetoric department whereby

the three rhetoric courSeS ãìè MonitOred for comparability and several

_

essays or writtngs wrttten at or near the end of the course, each illuS=

trating different kinds of writing tasks, 8re rated bY SOMeone other than

the teacher of the student, for acceptability and comparability.

5. The staffing Of Special Options Rhetoric- Is there an available

supply of graduate students who want to teach and who are qualified to

teach it?

As the interview coMmentS Of the teaching assistants and Special

OptionF.; director indicate, there has been a problem in finding instructors

for Special Options Rhetoric 105/103 (pageS 44-49; _). Many of the avail-

able teaching assistants have had no peioe experience teaching marginal

students, especially students with all the problems a typical Special

Options Student haS. There is no Special Options training course a semester

in length to prepare them for this speCial popUlatiOn aS to learning theory

teaching techniques and MJtet-iak deVelOOment and evaluation. At present

there is only the one wnek orntation before the semester ard peer

advising system. The neer advisors themselves have not taught Special

aptions classes. Many available -2-aching aSSiStantS Who might be qualified

want no part of the Special OptiOnS Rhetoric problems such as attendance,

late or missing aSSignMents; work done by athletic tutors, non-serious

attitudes on the part of studEnts; or the impossibility of doing what

should be done because of the one semeSter liMitation; Some have been

found to be biased againSt athleteS. A potential staffing problem exiSts
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because of the declining number of graduate students in the English depart-

ment who could be uSed as teaching assistants.

6. The develOpMental orientation-. Is Special Option Rhetorie

effective? Do students tend to improve writing SkillS and attitudes toward

Writing? Throughout this repOrt, there has been evidence presented in the

form of student products, questionnaires, and irterview commentS (Pa ges

30-43) (61-63) as well as interview comments from teaching assistants

(pages 43-48) and a iibrarian (pages 49-50) that the SOeCial Options Rhetoric

program has been effective in many respects. Former students seem able to

handle writing assignments in their current ..::asses with More Self=

confidente and minimal assistance and pass inc. A-6S. 1-16wever, A

Options students are not enrolled in the deManding colleges such 3s Engineering

and may not be taking CoUrSes with many wTiting requirements. Current

students feel that they have increased thoil -iwiity to organize and develop

ideaS, have the ability to say something Worth read'n, and can spell,

punctuate and use words more effectiVely. They still do.not feel as

comfortable with Writing as they would like to, do not feel they attend

to the needs of their audience, have trouble gettiog Started to Write and

finding support. They are also Uhtertairi Whether the teaching assistants

consider them as worthwhile persons. They do seem to have learned Some

research skills and composition terminology. Although wTiting iS Still

painful for the Special Options students, they feel MuCh more positive

about writing in general and their Writing in particular than they did

before taking the courSe. The feeling of teaching assistantS and Spedial

Options Rhetoric cirector is that although the prograM has been effective

in many ways for most students, it has not been effective enough The
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students cannot possibly be given the writing tools and confidence they

need to be on a par with regular Rhetoric 105 students in a one semester

course. The program has great potential if it is changed to a two semester

course. In the evaluator's opinion, based on ciassroom observations, the

typical Special Options student has the potential to become an effective

writer. The Special Options Rhetoric 105/103 program has the potential to

help the marginally academic student become an effective writer. None of

these potentialities will come about without a real commitment rrom the

Illinois Board of Higher Education, the University, 'le Athle ic Aocia-

tion and the English Department, a commitment stron,_, lough to permit the

changes needed for potentialities to become realities.

Some Afterthoughts of the_Evaluator

The following list of recommendations are presented by the evaluator

for reflection and consideration. Because of the economic realities today,

some may be possible only for future consideration. The recommendations

may not match the interests or needs of all the entities associated with

the Special Options Rhetoric program since they are the results of the

evaluator's perspective. It is hoped, however, that readers of this

report will :hink them worthy suggestions.

I. The University and Athletic Association in conjunction with the

Illinois Board of Higher Education should decide what their

mission is to the special admit student with serious writing/

reading deficiencies and provide implementation for the decision.

A definition of remediation needs to be made"what is and what

isn't remediation and the role of remediation in t e University.

L's; 0
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2. The UniverSity and Athletic Association should find ways to fund

the English Department to make possIble the foll-oWing:

Stability for Special OptionS Rhetoric and thus, long range

planning.

A plateMent policy that uses several wri':ng samples in additon

ACT scores for each incoming student; and qualified raters.

An assessment policy at the end of the Course that uses several

writing samples and objective raters who did not teach the

student.

A strong promotional policy for hot Only the English Department,

but also the AdmissionS OffiCe, Catalogues, and College Deans

to attract appropriate students to the Special OptionS Rhetoric

prOgraM early in the course planning Stage.

A permanent full-time qualified, eXPerienced Special Option

Rhetoric faculty or elSe a one semester training program for

teaching aSSistants who qualify and are interested.

A continuing writing/reading suppOrt program for Special Option

Rhetoric students to help theM co06 successfully with later

writing/reading requirements on their way 'o a degree.

An expansion and promotioq of the little-useJ Writing Clinic

sponsored by the English Department SO that IL is accessible and

matches the scheduleS ó Special aption students who may He

referred becauSe they need help in addition to the 10Y103

help.
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- The establiShmeht of a reading skillS prOgram taught in co7-

junction with the writing program in order to capitalize

the reading/writing relationship and results of the research

the Center for the Study of Reading.

The development of a computer-assisted Writing/reading program

coMporktnt: New specially detigned Software for Plato and

micro-computers drawing on the work of computer-aSiSted

:nstructIon expertS; accessible hardware fbr the new software

accessible fbr SPecial Option students with atypical schedules.

A research complr;ent to develop appropriate teaching and learning

Materials, strategiet and Methods, writing skil ! ard attitude

acquisition, Writing assessment and prOgraM eValuation. The

researcherS should be the Special 00tion Rhetori,: director,

teaching assktant.2., ;.,:nd graduate students.

An expanded Athletic Association basic Skills program for

athletes and an athletic tutoring Service under the control

of the Rhetoric Department.

A two semester Special Option Rhetorft Hz,draM wiih courses

given for criAit that apply toward a deuree.

3 The Rhetoric Department should pro./id ,J. clearly written guidelineS

for Special Options that inClude polcies for missed ciaes and

Make-up assignments and grading standards; and it ShouA enforce

them.

The Special 00tions Rhetoric
Director should consider changing

the focus of the course to the
basic rhetoical Skill§ of unity,

coherence, and audience"at least in the first half of the

2
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programand a top down approach rather than a bottom up approach-

(sentence essay, and isolated exercises on grammar, mechanics,

and modes with topics unrelated to experience of the tudent.)

The role of the research paper should be reevaluated.

. The Athletic coaches and trainersespecially those for football

and b3ci,etbal1shou1d actively promote and encourage writ ,g

excel!ence and a serious, positive attitude t. 4ard Special Option

Rhetor.c.

6. The Special Option Rhetoric Director and teaching assistants should

be commended and perhaps given merit pay for the effort and energy

expended in trying to teach this special population.

These suggestions must be seen as somewhat sp -rive. The data

presented in the report is far rpo narrow to just of the suggestions.

Much of the data collected was not incorporated into the report because of

length constraints.



A BRIEF HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION
OF TR:: NEW WRITING REQUIREMENT

_ The English Compoaitian Board (un) was created by vote of_the facultyof the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts to Absume responsibilityfor the teaching of writica in the College. Creation of the Board was pro=posed to the faculty by a Cra,oation
RequirementsCommission which foundthat both students and faculty were deeply

d:f.ssatisfied with the quality ofstudents' written'Englir".. The ECTwas charged.with propostng.a:plan whichwould remey that dart:sfaction.

After two yearq
the ECB proposed the following compo-sition -)togram to the College faculty which endorsed it with nearly unanimousapproval.:

I. Entrain-_e Assessment

This .1-; _n ass?t=ment of Writing .7ompetehce bated on anessay tOmPosed at the:11-ti,araity hpfo-re the beginning oftheir_first semester bY all -,tudents entering the Col-lege for the firtt tiMc.

t:-
II. Introductory COmposition

According to
competenc_demonstrated in the asese.essay, students are placed in brie of three categ6:.ies:

A. TUtorial: A ttic or_four credit tutorial, offered bythe_English 'Composition Board, w:rich_must be_Itakenin the fir eracter after Matriculation and matbe foll-O7vedby an introdUctory composition Course_ _
taught in the English Departmen!:. ,fr

B. IntrarlUttorV Comrosition: .A_four credit writing
course, taOght_in_the EngliSh De;,7:tment, WhiChmust be taken in onn of the first 4c, se:Seaters
aftdr Matriculation.

C. Exempted.:i lo introductory COMposition requireMentto fulfill before the upperldvel writing touraeprogram.

Transfer studanta may be placed in AnY of these threecategories.

III. UpperlaVel Pritiag

A writiw, atoUrSe or progrom MUCt be taken by all Studentspfter their_eopomore year And should be completed_beforethe_begihning of teir 1.at semester. It Should if pos-sible be_taken in each Student's arta of COncentration.
It may be takcft in_ary are= when tiiich a course or programisinot Offered the student's area of concentration,_
and it may b= taken in any area when ho concentration isdeclared.

G4



As_the reEuL f an_dnablii-Ut vote taken in January of 1978,,the ECB
acceptediretponsibil.ity for a seven part enterprise based upon the foregoing
composition 0-iogrc, which is required of all students entering the College
for the first time in the alit= of 1979 and thereafter.

The seven pelts of ECB :esponsibility ;are these:

I. 1sessment. The Bedtd aSSetSeS the_writLng of every student entering
the College for the firSt tine;_guideby the results of_that assessment,
the ECB places each ecudent at an appropriate level of writing instruction.

2. TutoriaI._TheiBoard teaches the special tutorial cOUrseS required Of
those students placed at the lowest level by their_perfortaned in the wrIt-
ing assessment., Tht ECB also dot:err:in-CS the length Of tithe that such stu-
dents must remain ih tutorial cbUrSeS.

3. Introductory Composition._ ',:le_Boare places_s-.udents_i_nto Introductory
Compositioni assists !:he English Dcpar::7- at in defining the nature of the
course as_well as imnrcving its quality, a-A_assumes reSpentibility for re-
lating Introductory Co:7110siticn t3 tha program.

4. Writ-ink ::tirh-cip. The Beard Staf .! -iier:e.-, a Writing_Workshop open
to every undergraduate in the_Colleg

. zil,'- or facultv-referral basis.
WorkShop attenjarce may ;ilso bc raquil. of su2nents whose performance on
the writing asessn:ent cr in EC: tutorials indicates a aced fer .-iith sup:urt.

5. l'pnerlzvel LearJ .:ind helps each Colle?iate depart-_
ment zInd pi3gra6: in or:Lation of a cours;=t cr curriculum for its concentrators
designci fulfill Upperlevel Writing por-ion GI: the requirement. One
part of 1-hat help, when requeste.:, is the training and funding uf graduate
students to assist fazalty menbors of thstr own departments and programs in
the teaching of wrtting to Juniors ..?nd seniors. knorher support provided by
the EC3 .1 a series :if scrinars on the teaching of writing offered each au-
tumn semester to faculty marlers and their grPduate assistants.

6. Resear-ch. lra,=2 P.oard iS respensible fcr reporting to the faculty at suit-
able intervalS during thu I-nit:Lei five 7"''s Jf its existence upon the qual-
ity of the new program. The_Zirst_of Clere _eports is on the effects of
special instructloa upon crudancs required to tese tutorial clatSeS; another
wii1 be on the -1monstrable effects cf the Upperle,.el WriLing courses or
pteigrams; the 17r.i1 report of thi- peziod will describe the experience of the
class of l83 durIng itS Zour ynar8 uf particlperion in the program.

7._ OUtreath. In tlid PeciSS_of and affirming the new writing
requirementi LS&A faanity EC3 to atta:Tt to improve writing instruc-
tion_in Michigt.n V671 co-;munity colle;;eS, Whith supply between 75
and 807 of the Co1 l-21'4's =:::!17t.:nt. In this_request, the Board_
developed an exce:,siVe jithedUla Of :n=szrriue pregra7s offered_on high school
and cbmtuhit7 tolitg-Jt cr:tpunas, e7 vz1l_as_a prcgrnm of Ann Arbor conferences
and workshops, all inta7ted to h.ji taaelrs TLke writing inStruction more
effective in schools C...1:ou,;hout t:e state
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PART II;

A BR1Er
StrlIARY OF rqB ACTIVITIESAFTER THE NEW REQUIREMENT WAS ENACTED

Because the seVet areas Of
respottibiIity accepted by the_Board define

itS activities. ;:hiS summary of it8 effort betWen JanuaryjI978 and:August_

1979ris diVided into a
correspoding number of parts. From 1

September_1978

through_ 31
Augt,--it 1979, all partt of ECB work but for research

were funded

by the Mellon 7oundatiOn.

1.
Assesme-7._ Fir-St in 1978 and aga 1979, betweet mid-June ahd_ mid-

S4tember,
erienced teachers of Etglish compOsition read

approximately

4000_paper3 tten by freshneh and transfer
StUdents:ehtering the College

for_the
:-.. tite or by

StUdentsentering other unitS Which
reqUirei_theth

to_take Iti oduttory
Composition_in the College.

All readers Were traihed

together in
a_three-day session it May of both years by ProfesSor Michael:

Clark_of_the Ehglish
Department; in_order to_be certain_ thiC the stahdatds

estaFlished ih traiting were
taintained_throughout the reading, either Dr;

Barbra MorriS or Mrs. FranzeS Zorn, Staff
DirectOrs_of the ECB:,

partiCinatcd

Li Most of the
readings aud conducted periodic retraining sessionS.

pdpers were read by at leaSt
two r-7!aders.

Where the two could not agree oh

Appropriate
placemCnt for h student

within the program. a third teader made

the cietiioh.

.0n 43 days in the summer of 1979,
beg.ilinin-; on 11 June and concluding_

on 10
September, one hour_essayS on topicu

presc ibed by the Board wet.- writ-

ten during their
Orientation visit tp the campus by_3856

first-year anu

transfer studeLts entering the College for the first time, as well as by 504

students entering other University schools and colleges. The 4360 papers

written by these Students were given 8964
readings by 11 experienced

teachers

of composition who determined that 6.% of the
first-year students and 7.77

of the transferS enteriug the College needed tutorial work;
while_18.97 of

the students
from oth-r units alto needed such

support_. These percentages

mean that 348
studellts will take at least onc seven-week

ECB tutorial class

during thr fall semester of 1979.

At the other end of the
Assessnent_scale, ECB readers

determined that

16.27 of
cirrt-yOar students, 43.27 of transfer

students,_and 14.52 of stu=-

dents froth other unit: Should be exemPted from
Introductory Composition. In

the case of the two
of students entering the College

for_the first time,

different standards for eemption were invoked:
First-year students were re-

quired to write as well as students t7ho have
completed

Introductory CoMPosi=

tion at Michigan; bucaus of their
relatively brief stay it the College, many

junior and senior transfers who have taken
Introductory Composition elsewhere

were sent directly to Upperlevel
TIcizing courses if they were not in need of

tutorial help. Those
transfers--49.12--who were judged to be more competent'

than tutorial
studcntG but

significantly less skilled
than other

students at

their level in the Culleae, rere Illaced in special
sections of

Introductory

Composition (juniors ond seniors) or requIred to take a regular
section of

that course if they wc rr... rreshten
or sophcmores.
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2.Tdrorial. The ECB eMpIoys eleVen full-tiMe
Lecturer's and

onelLecturer
half-=time to t_-tcr

firStryear and transfer studsts Who_fail te place into
or be:exempted

folti

IntroductOry:Compotitionion the basis of
their_Assess-__

ment:exatimation. All_twelvo tutors_ard experienced teachers of:competition

selected for_their demonstrated ability to_help_gOod studentt make imMediate
improveMent in tht quality of their Writing: ECB

tutorial-classes ate two
credit courses Offered for Seven week's during the first et second half:of the

fall and winter Semestert. _Students judged ready for Introductory Compositien

after their_first
tutorial_clast,_compIete

tiith_wor::: in two
months;_those_ncr

yet ready after the
firsttutorial_Musticentinue with a:second tlass in the

.

nekt rwo
months:of the academic year; Any student

net_adequately:prepated_for-
IntroductorY_Compotitionjfirtt and stcond year students) or Upper-level Writ-.

ing (junior and
tenio.t_tratsfers)i after rwo:ECB

cOurses,_muat continue tutor-

ial work in the Vrir.ing Workthop until tertified by the Board.
, Each tutorial sectien has a taXiMum of,16 ttudentS Who

custotharily meet-

with their
inttructor four:times a week-70.41ce in one hour

classes:and twice

in half-ho,:7
individUal sessiont. _For the first week and :1. half_, tutorial

Students Wt..-e
briefly:every day_and retei7.ie e response to

,_.ach_piece Of

wTiting._ ter that period Of intense
productivity, all

ttUdents,write at .

greater
lengthat_least twite_a week

and_discuStitheir matt recent teMposi7

tion in their half-7.hour tutorial meetiugs At the end Of Seven weekt5 each
'

student writes an Assesttent paper Which is_read and judged by tWo ECB Let=
turdrs_who have not tutored that student. According tO their

atcomplishMent
demonstrated in that_papc:r

tutoriaLstudents are atsigned to the next appro-
priate level of the College writing program.
3.

Tptreductarv-CoMnosition.; The Board has coopated with the Englith De-
at in_designingi and funding a ,:raining

stMinar_for
neW_teachett;of:_:

Ctory COMpOsition. The seminar
meets_intensively in_the week before

begin in the fall se_ester, n weeklY
during_the

entire_temeste.-.

In Adeition,
the_Board

and_Department_cooperatoin funding:and -offering

ing he
winter_semetter a seminar in theitthin3 of writing to graduate Stu=

dents who
Are experie:.nced

teachers of
Introductory Composition._Two further

ASpects of
this_cooperative relationship arc the new sylla-

bus for the course written during the past rwo
summers primarily by Professor

Bernard Van't Hul, Director of Introductory
Composition, in'time and with

count-el:provided:by the ECB; and an adVisory
Conference 'Convened jeintIy by

the Board and the
DepartMent, at Whith

net:ion:112y re.:ognized author...ties On
the teaching of compotition examined' the course and advised upon its improve=

tent.

4. Writing Workthon. Nine Lecturers, who also
instruct the College's _least

able writers in ECB tutorial courses, each provide eight hours a week of con-

sultation and instruction in the Writing
Workshop. During the thirty-sii

hours a week that the Worksh ,;,. is open, two experienced
teachers of composi-

tion are always available for half-hour appointments (on a drop-in or tched-
uled basit) to ditcuss writing with any undergraduate

in the College.' Of the

144 such
appointments available each week, an airerage of about 100 is Used by

individual students at the prescribed
length. Most of the remaining Workshop

time is_devoted by its staff to extended appointmentS with students whose
ne.-dr ca.;net be saiisfied ta ualf-hour interviews.

87
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Instructors ih the Writing Workshop do not make assignment§ ard wiII_notWOrk asieditors_or
PrOofreaders for their studcnt clientele. They are avail-able first to diacuss_ with undergradUates the mecningt Of and approachesitowritirg assigaMents made in aby course in the College, and_then to help thosesame students to be aware of appropriate

rhetorical, syntactical, and grain-matisal choices as they write their papers;

5. _UpperleveILWriSing. The class of 1983, that entered the college in_Sep,,tetber Of 1979, will_be the_first,to profit from_alI parts_of the hew wriingprogram.__In theiti third_aad .')urth yeet§ Of residence, 1981=83, the CollegeWill_providefor them approximately 3500 places in uoperleVel course:. nsignedto_satisfy_the jUnior/senior portioh Of the requirement.i Meanwhile; the Boardtogether withVarious teaching unita in_the_College hasibeen and will be pre-paring for 198183 by providing places for transfer students in 1979-80 And1980-81, upon whom the upperlevel_yortion_of the requireme7:r Y firat indum7bent, and for members bf the classes of 1980 through 1982 yno choe§e So enroll:in upperlevel writing Cburses

In the 1978=79 academic year At7d In the autuiim,semester Of_1979, 19teaching unita in the College_Offered_upperlevel wri_tibg tOurses primarily_tdtheir concentrators but alSO in some inances to -other students intereStHdin aUyanced approachet7; tO particular disciplineS. Although these cOUrges_takemany furmsthey generally require an average Of_six substantial pietes_ ofwriting submitted Oh a biweekly basis, ea-eh Of which is revieWed And commentedupon_by arfacyitheMbel: or graduate aS6istant or both. The Units_which havealready offereu these courses are Antheopology, Art Hil:toty-_, Astronomy; Bio-_logical
Sciencesi_Classical,S,-Jdies, Communication,_Enlish; Geography, Geol=ogy, German; Higtory, Lingui Near Eas-..ern Ssudie§, Philosophy, Psyth-ology, Residential College, Sociology, aril WoMen's Studies.

.

.

6; Research. SuppOrted_primarily by a gtaal f:-om the Ford Foundation thatextends through Augot of 1980, the ECB_Spdhaers a research progtaM ridmivi7tered_by Professor Richard W. Bailey Whith is intended toiaatitt aackevaloatedevelopment of the new_writing requireMens. _The first objettiVe_of this pro-gram was to assist_in development of the writing assessment: With_the datamanagement:system_developed by the_research team, aasisted by counsel frOt theStatistieal Research Laboratoryi the,ECB was able te refine_the proces§ it__uses to evaluate student Writing samples. MeASUres were_developed to identifyihtohtencies_among dasessment_ topics and_between pairs of readerS so thatthe 1919780 tests cOuld be administered with greater accuracy.than those ofthe preceding year.

A second part of-the research effort compared ECU writing scores with_
.

other predicton; of student ability. Before the new writing requirement wasestablished, students could be exempted from introductory composition by of-fering transfer creuit from another college or Lnivcrsity, by achieving ascore of 3, 4, or 5 on the AP writing test, or by presenting scores of 700 orabove on the verbal portion of the SAT. While the AP test does involve ab f writing sample, both tests rely on multiple=choice question:3 about var-i aspects of language. Our results sug,-.0s: that many of the students whopc rm well eh tha SAT verbal
test do no, %-rfte as well as they test: Bothin 1:78 and 1979, fewer than half the student:: with SAT verbal scores of 700or above were exempted from the composition

rLquir?ment.
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THE WRITING PROGRAM 0 THE ENGLISH COMPOSITION BOARD
17'

The writing program administered by the Englith Composition Board(ECB) in_the College ol Literature, Science; and-the Arts_at the uni=versity:of Michigan is composed 6f_five partt. First is the:WritingAssessment, the basis upon w1._ }1 the oth?r foUr parts are built. An_impromptu ettay of_one hour :1 an assigned topic; the assettMent_iswritten by all entering ttUdests ner theY have been admitted_to_theConege dnd_before they may_enrP
_ in any class. Each etSaY is readby twe MeMbers of_the ECB_who mist agree on its quality or a third read--er resolves the ditagreement.

AccoAing to wr,ting
competence_demonstrated in the assestMent,students are Atsigned_to five :iii:ferent categoiet of accomplithmentvhich invokeithree_further pa.*tc_of the prograM: Tutorial, Writing_Work 'op, and introductory Composition. At a resuI: of Attettment_read-ingL, students assigned tO the Iowett Categarv are requ::ed to_deInytheir entrance into Introductory Cotposition for at leatt One.semetterwhile th,-.!y_take

tUtOrial_classes taught by ECF staff. jfy contrast; ttu--dentt put into the most accomplithed
group are_ exempted from Introduc-tory CompositiOn.

_Between these_two groups are studentn plated directly into Intro--!:ory CoMposition and thete required to Ittend the Writing Workshopcondition of their adMission_into Introductory Composition or_theirptien from it In th Wori_3hop experionced_teachert Of composition;ive individual &ttention to s?-.ucL2ntS whose writing problems are inap-=oropriate to the Wo k
of_IntroductorylComposition. Tn addition to stu-d-ents assigned te tem_because:of ir.oblems identified in the AssettMent,instructors in the Writing WorkthoP areavailable for College ttUdents_from any clatt or course wno With to discusS and practice their writing.

ECB faculty membert WhO provide Workthop instruction are also re-spontible for Tutorial courses offered by tbe Board. These_curses aretaught primarily in an individual rathr than a clatroom_mode; ary.tend for seven Weeks. At_the conclusion_of chi', period; each,Tut;rialttudent vritet an impromptu essay Upon an assigned topic which itassessed by_at least_two readert whO were not his teacher. Theirassessment determines:whether the student nut take another teven-weekTutorial, -ay go on to Introductory
Compotition next semester; or willbe exempt, from it

As t single part of the program in place before the ECB wasresponsibility for the teaching of writing_in the College,
.

Introductory Composition continnet_to be taught and administered by_theEnglish Departtent.In its new role as_part of the Collegiate Writingprogram, IntrOdUctory Composition is now periedically evaluated by theECB which tUpports the Department in_its improYement of tOOrte mater-iais and cooperates in providing training for inexperienced teachert ofwriting.
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All Undergraduates must complete the College_writng requirementby takihg a_course or program_which
emphatices Cnglish compoi:ioh,ustallY in_their aret, Of concentration,

dUring the junior or Senioryear. With the help_Of the CM; the Courses_are designed by all_de-partMehtsinithe College to offer their studerts extenSiYe pracrice intypes_of_writing Which characterite particular distiplines._ When re-qUested to de tei_the ECB train§ and funds .;'..:1duate Students to assistfaculty metbers_from their oWh areas in admi:...stering the writing com=ponent of junior/senior
Courses.

Assessment, TutorialiWriting WorkthoO, Introductory Compotition,JuniortSenior Writing Courses: Th-e-e aeé the five partt of the Michi-ganw_ritingprograM encompassed within the College. :The tith is_ajoint effortiby the_English CmpeJii-on_Board and the English Depart-ment_to reach oUt to high_theelt
and_community_colleges'in_the statetoiarticulate the College,' i4-citing program with theirs±: By offeringinitial seminars on the_ teaching_of
writing atItheir_campuses (120seminart between September 1978_and December 1979) and follow-Up Con7ferences and works;lopS at_Michigan, momberS of the Board And_ the Depart-ment hope_to estaiAiSh a_network of writing instructors which will sup-port individual And faculty-wide efforts to_improve the teaching ofcomposition throughout high-school and college years.

January 22, 1980
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SYLLABU,Sii. COURSE-REQU_IREMNTS
FOR WRITING WORKSHOP STUDENTS

SPRING QUARTER 1982

t
c!)

. DESCRIPTION OF WRITING WORKSHOP. The Writing Workshbp is based on three tlass session8ach week. ClasseS Consist of 15
studentsz_classwork_foCUSes on developing the skills necessaryor writing fully deVeiopod; expoSitbrY essays. The Wbrkshop also emphaSiges individualigation

)1 writing needs. You and your instructor will keep a writing profile_which
indicaCi-?s the

kill yOU nted to strengthen in writing. Based on your writing profile your instructOr will:ssigh :necilic_exercises, mbdtiles, and slide/tapasets for you tb work on; Your inStructorrecommenti_that you buy modules that are AVailable at the UhiVersity Bookstore or from us
:ere in the_riting

WorkShop ConferenceS With_your instructor provide a time fbr youtoyour_nrogresS With_these
special_eXertises,_which_are selected to fit ybur_needs.-Odt_instrnotor's Offite_hours are pOSted outside 041 Ot 051 Pressey Hall, Meet with yournstructor regularly._ Because we are attempting,to improve the methodS_Of teaching basic:,-ritinc4, you MaY ba.asked to participate in special testing session8. Your cooperation iSxpected and will be appretiated.

The h tir 'orkhop loffice is located ih 053 Pressev Hall. If you have an- queStfons:ontact :-.rtr?t-arv at 422-8134.

X17172::DA:.:CF. ,?T.:guiar attendance is expected. Contatt vour instructor1%.0 n t -0[1 ma'.. call 4227-8134 to leave a mcssge. Absence rebort)

imve three (equivalent no one week 1 cla4ses) or moreL,ILO -:ork_r:r cake-up work_is not at-tented.

Plagiarism, stealing_the ideas and/or the
1r'; Lot permitted.

Althougii_we encourage y
others. the work you submit is expected tO
f:-cm lailing the course to being,dismissea

,:nlversit7 Cbmmittee on Academic Mittonautt:'WK in
: liscuss yOur problems with your instructor:

you lre sick or
forms are -ient

unexptaireu

Words of .inother and representing
ou o reaa ano hate your_writing
be your own. Penalties tor

tne ,,hiyersity;_after appear=
Do not take the risk. Do your
lieau Attached Appenaix A:

AND STUDY_SKILLS CENTER. Recause the skillS Of reading and writing_dre closely_-2.atca. ail Writing Workshop students are expected to enroll in the reading tourse offered inPeauing and Stuuy Skills Center, located in 024 Ptessey Hall, phone number 422-1461.-gister now for a class.

, GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE: If you have a COMplaint discuss the -problem with yOUr ittstructor.Instructor i8 hbt able to rescilVe the isso; rrx.kp ftri_ appointment witlithe Assistantiretter of the Writing
Workshop, PrOfessor Christ-or:et Hayes; 051 PresSe Y-111; phone22-1-2. If he_t7annot. solve your probleaL the Directat of the Writing Mbi. hop; Professor2war.: Lotto in 053 Pressey Hall, phone_422-81340 Should be consulted. If he cannot SolVeCall,for an apOointment wit. rIrefeSsor Sara Garnes; 519 Denney Hal10_422-4856,

nd it Yoi:r problem
perstSt. contact the LniVersity_Ombv:.=1; Dr. Don Good,_340 Ohio Union,,)7W: -,,ice_von are =.4iroiled in the Writing Workshop and not in Freshman English, do not

'intact the ',:reshman English Ombudsman.

MORS. Free
lop otfite. YoUr
!:oU may want to
7.1t0C; ;Ust cneCk
; 7.1vg hanu,olt,

;a:tcr houiu :C
-1k.0 a -

tOtoring i8 available in room 0415 Pressey at the tables outside _the Wark-instrnc-rw may refer you to tutu! for help with a specific problem area,,wLrk .tp a nitor ur yoUr c 1. You do not heed an appointMeht to meet withthe tutorm e1e inside the Workshop office in 053 Pressey'Thrr.,01 - wi :1 is anrintea schedule ot_tutoring hourS fbr_the
..*.of the quarter. if you need addi-fonai',kills laboratory iti 012 Dulles Hall, telephonele.-; here a,-e .2t avaIloble atter t':00 a.m. daily.

11',E5 COPY AVAILABI F



I=,)RINTS. Throughout the quarter you will receive copies of our student newspaper, In=ii_vou fail to receive a copy, pick one Up_in 053 Pressey. We entourage you tO SUb--lit your aapers,_;:lidterms, journal entries,
Criticisms, assignments, freewritings, pOeMS,_hort stories, tc.; rbr publication

YOU should givr overy piece a title and also. indicate:he section exros freewriting) In=Ptints to which you are submitting.You may .suilmlt yoUt writin7 Way8, either by gi it to_your instructor Or_by placing;t in the,: '- 2 ints Submission bo% in 053 Pressey Hal_ In either case. the Submission must'0,2 accom7: my one white and one yellow agreement
Writing that iS Still in need Of- accepted for the section "Works in " Writing nOt selected immedi-itely :1 returned to you b veur instructdr. The Laiuial Staff does not hold Work forfurther consideration.

i. REPRODUCTION OF STUDENT WRITING. When studen,s share tieir_wTiting they become better_;Titers ; we often duplicate
the Writing of some :.:,Hi.Uts to distribute in the Writingorl:nhop. We tAke pains._however,

tO ens-ire the ariOnytity of the author by deleting the_uthor's name and
any_other,reterehces that might idehtify him or her. If you object to havingmy piece of your writing

diStributed, even anonytously- please inditate_this fact on the3aper itSelf. This policy does not apply to articles submitted to In-prints.
COURSE 03JECTIVES AND GRADING POLICY

PASIC WRIT7G: 100.01
Course Oniectives:
1. Th-e: L;tudent can respond

The stuaent can Write a
clear purpose.
IThO -s:tudenr. Can write a
Idea.

to an assigned topic.
paper that Contains a central idea which focuseS on a

unified paper that appropriately supportS the central
The Student can fully deVelop the central 'lea using specific eXamples. facts, ordotailS.
The student present8 informatior in a Cohu -11- order.6. The student directt Writing tr, awropriate audience.7. The student editS writing assignI:erJs.

Grading Polity:
A The Writing shows excellentein all ski118.B The Writing shows aboVe aVerage handltng of ali skills.The writing shows adequate handling Of all skills.

The writing Shows adeqUate handling of objectiveS (1) and (2) and at least twoadditional Skills. _

The writing either fails to show adequate
handling of objective8 (1)_or_(2); pr_handleS objectives (1) and,(2) adequately biq_cnly ;.le or nonO Of the other skillS.In addition, if the student does not turn in on tne assigned day each requiredproposal; outline,and rbugh draft that led up to the final draft, the Studentwill receive an E for the assignment.

BPSIC_ WRITING: _100.02 and 100.03
Course ObjeCtiVes:
1. The Student can respond to an assigned topit.2; The student can write A paper that contains a central idea which focuses oh aclear purpose.
3. The student ran

idea.,
4. The StUdent car,

details.
;') The student presentS information in A coherent order.6. The student 'Ites clear, complete sentences that

use subordination and coordi-nation cortettiy.
7. The tunent .es agreement and reterence correctly.

Write n unified paper that apprOpriately supports the central

fully develOp the central idea using specific examples, facts, or
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8, The stUdent ir-se words accurately and sp-Ils them correctly.9. The t. nt directs writing tb an appropriate audience.Fez : -71ength essa.: assignments, the student organt2eS the essay in logicaldivisions.

Grading
A The writing shows extellence_in all skills,B The writing shoW8 abOVe average handling of all skills.C The writing shOWS adequate handling bf all skills.D The writing ShOWS adequate handling bf objectives (1) and (2) and at least fouradditional Skins,

The writing either fails to 8hOW adequate handling of Objettives (1) or (2). orhandleS Objectives (1)_ and (2)_adequately but Oti' three., two; one, or none Ofthe other skills: ar_the writing fails to ShOW ddeauate editing ski118. InAddition; ifithe StUdent does not turn in cr1 the assignea day each required_proposal;_outline. dhd rough draft that led to the final draft; the studentwill receive fth E for the assignment.

70. r-MDES. The examinations in all coUrSes will be am; reVised in class. Thetopic8 are announced in adVanee.

Your gr:Ide iS detertined as follows:

100,01
PERC77 OF (1RADE

1St alidterm
102bd midterm
103rdimidtcrm
15Fjnal exaMination
2rOther aSSignMents

Journals and attendace
10CourSe grade:

10070

rape!: 1 (out of claSs)
TOPaper 2 (bUt Of tlass)

Midterm
ssay 1 (oUt of class)

15Essay 2_(but of class)
15Final examination
20Journals and atterHancc-:
10Other_assignmentS
10Course grade:

10070

100,03

5

10

10

Narrative (out of class)
Midtmi
Eprosition (out of claSS)
Essay 1 (out oi: cla)

15Essay 2 (eiiit Of tlass)
20Final OXamination
20Journals and attendance
10Other assignments

COure grade: _10
100-7

7n -raer to compiol:e the course. the student mist turn in all he writing ASSignmentsroufTn nrattS, r("vlsons. ournals. and graded work At the ond of the quartqr.hP
nav pick up His or her :older Alter the sixth week of the next quarter in 053
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Incompletes are rarely,giVen.
In order to obtain

an incomplete;
_the_stUdent

must present

a written
petition

to the Director
bf the Wriing

Workshop,
ProfeFsor

Eduard Lottb.

11. FINAL EXAMINATION
SCHEDULE

FOR SPRING
QUARTER

1922, Final
examinations

are scheduled

according
to the first hour bf the whole claSS of the first full week.

ClaSses
ordinarily

meeting:
MWF
MWF

MWF

MWF
MWF

TRF
TRF
TRF

8:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

10:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

9:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.

Will have finals on:

Mbn., June 7;
Met.; June 8,
_Hon-, June 7,
ThUrs. june 10,
WeioL; June 9,
Wed., June 9;
Tiles.,

June 8,

TUeS., June 8;Mon., June 7,
Thurs., June 10,

. SU.Mlny OF FRESHMAN
ENGLISH

CURRICULUM

Plaza7ent
Lev=?H

Wri ti no Workshop__
Co-urset

0;

Objectivet:_
Vastery Of Basic Rhetorical
Ccnterns: Unity, Coherencei
Development, Audience Awareness

IT00.031

100.02

1:30 p.m. to
1:30 p.m. to

a:)l:z to
1:30 p.m. to

to

8:30 a.m. to
8:30 a.m. to

3:18 p.m.
3:18 p.m.

10:18 a.m.
3:18 p.m.
3:18 p.m.
1018 a.m.
10:18 a.m.

3:20 p.m. to 5:18 p.m.10:30
a.m. to 12:18 p.m.3:20 p.m. to 5:18 p.m.

Freshmaa_LompoSition

Mastehi of Basic
Rhetorical Concerht,
Metha, s and GramMar,
IhtroaLien to Essay

110

Mastery of Essay;
Mechanitt and Grammar

Stuzents M6y not skip any Course in the sequence without
the permissiol ofthe :irettbr of the Writing Workshop Be Sure toi,schedUle your English_co-r5eS in a sequence tOithat you,can buitd on your skjIl. It will helPSucceed! And register early in brder to avoid being closed Odt ofco:_-3et. If you are ,losed out of 100.02 or1110, come to the Writingwor-3not, office in 053 Pressey. We Will do all we can to ht-_,Ip you edd those
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Enziish 1C0.01 MWF)

1

3/29-
4/2 2

II
4/5=
4/9

v

5/3-

VIII

5/17-
3/21

I Vs

3

1

1

3

3

1

3

1

3

1

CLAS'.-7

_sY1.12,Bus: COURSE C]JTLi1E Pring alart_er_.1987

Intrbduction o
discuss joUiTal
DisC.4ss freewri7; -ractice freeWritinc;
in ClaSS.

Discuss ..%riting as d
articles, topic and cur:port .;ent.:!nces.

Types :nd qualitieS of .f:riting; read .nd
eval.:ate vriting assi,.:Jment '1.

Writer's triangle; cl.as
DiScuSs articles;

.111 ::udience.

Pracri..e

exa.M.
Revic,.... of midte:T;

s.

DiSeuSS Leveiopin2

Dis,:uss Jsid.

Sitn:ition state:rlents; cnic

Discuss Reprint; developing suppor:
Sentences.
Discuss writing assignmeAlt; uSing fact::
and uetai1s.
Second midterM.

Analyze second midterm; order.

Discuss writing assinment; order.
Unity;

CoherPnce.
Os2 rssignment 17 td discuss:signal words.
Editing; Sentence patterns; modifers.

Join..,g sentence patterns; diSCuSS writing
assi.i..filent. pattern problems.

Revisirg_midt2rm :;entence patterns;
agreement.

Editing votabulnry; Writing assign=nt

Edittn% -pelling; prepare !or !Ildterm 3.
Midterm -3.
Review ;Ana edit riljt:ern

.1.;s1.,:n7:ent
7 PrePare :Inal :7E1

evaluaticn. 15

1-1S 34-37*
nelre assignment.
3. 7p. 1=18;

220=ts, pp, 24=25.
Writink

.15s 1 'cr.10-nt ''1; Journals
du.-J cn FridaYS.

Th' Po. 31-49.

:et or arrloles.
.'L Or1:s pp. 100=104;

3_5si-gtndrit #2.

racrie -,7ddterm

7-rovieus
p.

_

or an:cies.

:ssiamen: =3;
111-114;

.

. 3.
3sIiten =4;rt pp. 2, 30, 32,

flP. -5-65; W-citing
5.

pp. 5S-05.

11W. pp. 86-98.

Wr:ting nssignment #6;
EN;_pp; 98-106.
Revie asSignMeht 6.
P.--)rintS, pp. 43-48, 50-56.

Wi_king assignment #7.
BW. pp. 108-122.

Wtitilg assignment #8;
RW, pp. 122-138.

RW, pp. 13S-146.

MC..00. 148-165; ':1-iting
ASsigmnent #9-.
RW, pp. 165-183.

Prenato tor Tird midterm;
Wr1t1:1g .Essignment =10.

H:v comniete -valua-
t Ica :',2t71.


